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Abstract
Norfolk, Philip A., Ph.D. The University of Memphis. December 2017, Establishing Cognitive
Predictor Thresholds for Proficiency in Reading and Mathematics: Analysis of the WoodcockJohnson IV Developmental-Age Norming Sample. Major Professor: Randy G. Floyd, Ph.D.
Assessment of specific learning disabilities (SLD) in educational settings is one important
function of a school psychologist. The federal definition of SLD describes “underlying cognitive
processing deficits” as part of the assessment criteria, that is also incorporated in several states’
SLD eligibility criteria, that is difficult to directly evaluate using traditional assessment methods.
Traditionally, use of norm-referenced scores have been used to compare an examinee’s relative
performance on assessment tests. Such a method does not provide direct evidence of underlying
cognitive processing deficits associated with poor academic achievement. In an effort to directly
inform this cognitive processing ability and academic proficiency relation, the current study
utilized measures of absolute level of performance—W scores from cognitive (COG) and
achievement (ACH) tests from the Woodcock-Johnson IV (WJ IV)—to search for optimal
cognitive predictors of proficiency in reading and mathematics domains. The study included two
phases. The first phase consisted of determining minimum proficiency standards for WJ IV ACH
tests related to reading and mathematics SLD eligibility areas through expert review of test item
content to establish cut scores for proficient performance. The second phase employed
theoretically relevant WJ IV COG tests as predictor variables in multiple receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve analyses for proficiency classification purposes for the reading and
mathematics SLD eligibility area clusters and their contributing WJ IV ACH tests. Results
indicate that the WJ IV COG tests are generally good to excellent predictors of academic
proficiency, when considering absolute levels of performance. Oral Vocabulary, a measure of
Comprehension-Knowledge (Gc), and Number Series, a measure of Fluid Reasoning (Gf),
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demonstrated the greatest diagnostic accuracy for classification of proficiency in reading and
mathematics. Groundwork has been laid for establishing cognitive predictors that accurately
predict proficiency in reading and mathematics that can strengthen the case that an examinee
meets the underlying criteria for an SLD (i.e., a related cognitive processing deficit).
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Establishing Cognitive Predictor Thresholds for Proficiency in Reading and Mathematics:
Analysis of the Woodcock-Johnson IV Developmental-Age Norming Sample
With the rise of compulsory schooling in the United States during the early 20 th century,
educational institutions, parents, and lawmakers realized a need for services to identify educational
disabilities in order to provide special education services to students (Fagan & Wise, 2007). The
field of school psychology was born out of the need to identify eligibility for special education
services related to intellectual disabilities and other academic problems, such as specific learning
disabilities, in order to provide students with appropriate accommodations and services to help them
achieve to their fullest academic potential. Although the need for appropriate identification of
eligibility for special education services is undoubted, the methods by which school psychologists
should determine eligibility are less clear. Multiple options for determining eligibility to receive
special education services for learning disabilities are available and the way states choose to
describe the eligibility criteria leads to variable rates of identification of learning disabilities across
states (Maki, Floyd, & Roberson, 2015; Reschly & Hosp, 2004).
Definition of Learning Disabilities
Samuel Kirk is often considered as the originator of the term “learning disabilities,” and in
his book, Educating Exceptional Children (1962), he defined a learning disability as “a retardation,
disorder, or delayed development in one or more of the processes of speech, language, reading,
writing, arithmetic, or other school subject resulting from a psychological handicap caused by a
possible cerebral dysfunction and/or emotional or behavioral disturbance” (p. 263) that excludes
sensory handicaps and other factors (e.g., intellectual disability, lack of instruction, and cultural or
economic disadvantage). Kirk’s definition established the criteria for learning disabilities that are
often repeated in United States federal legislation and other definitions of learning disabilities. In
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fact, 90% of states include a definition of learning disabilities that is based on Kirk’s description
(Maki et al., 2015).
In the years following Kirk’s offering of a definition of learning disabilities and strong
advocacy by Kirk and his colleagues, the Education for All Handicapped Children Act (EAHCA or
Public Law [PL] 94-142; 1975) was passed. It required public schools to provide a free and
appropriate public education to all children. Under PL 94-142 schools were now required to
evaluate students and create educational plans for students with disabilities that would allow them
access to educational opportunities in the least restrictive environment possible. Once thorough
evaluation of students and their educational abilities became mandatory services provided by the
schools, the next issue was to legally define what constituted a learning disability. Those who
drafted this legislation drew heavily on Kirk’s definition. A learning disability was defined as “a
disorder in one or more of the basic psychological processes involved in understanding or in using
language, spoken or written, which disorder may manifest itself in imperfect ability to listen, think,
speak, read, write, spell or do mathematical calculations.”
The EAHCA of 1975 was renamed the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA)
in 1990 when PL 101-476 was passed. Subsequent updates to IDEA’s federal legislation have
retained similar wording based upon Kirk’s original definition to define a learning disability
(Hallahan, Pullen, & Ward, 2013). The most recent reauthorization of IDEA occurred in 2004, and
it describes the current, federally-recognized manifestations of a learning disability. According to
IDEA (2004), a child can be found to have a specific learning disability (SLD) in the following
academic achievement areas: basic reading skills, reading comprehension skills, reading fluency
skills, mathematics calculation, mathematics problem solving, and written expression. Oral
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expression and listening comprehension are additional SLD deficit areas covered under IDEA
legislation.
Since Kirk’s (1962) definition of learning disability was first offered, through the
codification of that definition into federal law and into current legislation, it has been challenging to
directly measure the key features of learning disability and accurately identify it in school and clinic
settings. Across these 50+ years, research has demonstrated the measurement foibles associated
with using grade equivalent scores as the marker of identifying achievement deficits (e.g., being
“two years behind grade level”; Reynolds, 1981) as well as employing the IQ-achievement
discrepancy to identify those with learning disability. The crux in conceptualizing learning
disabilities is that the underachievement in these academic areas be “unexpected” (Fletcher, Lyon,
Fuchs, & Barnes, 2007).
Essentially, most definitions of learning disabilities agree that there are basic psychological
processes that, when in deficit, are responsible for the specific problems observed in an individual’s
academic achievement in areas of reading, mathematics, and writing. Although the specific areas of
academic achievement deficit are easily identifiable and readily assessable in the classroom
environment and through individualized testing, what basic psychological processes are assessable
is less readily agreed upon (Fletcher, Stuebing, Morris, & Lyon, 2013). Perhaps the most
contentious—and poorly understood—element of the definition of learning disabilities is that
associated with the assumptions that deficit in a fundamental psychological process leads to
learning disabilities and that displaying this deficit is important for the accurate diagnosis of the
condition.
Cognitive processes are the sequences of steps hypothesized as necessary to complete
specific cognitive tasks. Sampling these cognitive processes repeatedly, such as what is done during
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standardized testing of academic and intellectual ability, allows for comparison of individual
differences in ability at the subtest or cluster level of interpretation (Floyd & Kranzler, 2012). The
necessary assumption implied by most definitions of learning disability is that ongoing deficits in
the psychological processes throughout development lead to (a) failure to acquire academic skills at
the rate expected as well as (b) difficulty applying those skills during completion of academic tasks.
To use reading as an example, in order to read fluently, one must be able to readily identify
graphemes and then apply rules of language to decipher the related phonemes. There are basic
psychological processes related to the phonological domain of language, such as phonemic
awareness or letter and grapheme knowledge, that require the individual to successfully demonstrate
skill in scanning series of letters within words, then associating the grapheme combinations with
potential phonemic pronunciations, then selecting the appropriate phoneme from long-term
memory, and finally maintaining the sequential one-to-one correspondence of graphemes to
produce meaning at the word level. The individual words produced in the process are then
associated with each other to produce the end product of fluent reading.
When deficits in the ability to identify phoneme-to-grapheme relations are observed and
when associated cognitive processing deficits of phonemic awareness are low and unexpected (in
relation to the individual’s other cognitive abilities), such findings support evidence of a learning
disability (Johnson, Humphrey, Mellard, Woods, & Swanson, 2010) that manifests as difficulty
reading words fluently on a consistent basis or other phonological deficits such as difficulty
rhyming (Torgeson, 2006). More generally, when academic difficulties are first observed in the
classroom or natural environment, at least one of the component skills necessary to achieve success
in that academic area and theoretically associated cognitive processes should both be found to be in
deficit during an evaluation in order to identify a true learning disability.
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Psychoeducational Assessment of SLD
If it is true that psychological processes exist, there must be evidence of such processes.
Furthermore, the best measurement tools in psychology and education should be able to quantify
these processes in some form. Many believe that norm-referenced scores representing broad and
narrow cognitive abilities offer the most promise in representing these basic psychological
processes (Flanagan, Fiorello, & Ortiz, 2010).
Norm-referenced scores. Norm-referenced scores are used often in psychoeducational
assessments to determine how far above, or more often, how far below an individual’s performance
is in reference to a specified peer group (Johnson et al., 2010). One way to compare an individual’s
performance to that of his or her peers is through the use of age-based scores that describe the
individual’s performance relative to his or her same-age peers. Alternatively, individuals can be
compared to other children in the same grade through the use of grade-based scores. Grade-based
scores are useful for describing the performance of children and adolescents, who are required to
attend school, relative to the performance of the average child enrolled at various grade levels.
Using norm-referenced scores, it is then possible to identify when a student is performing
significantly below the level that the majority of his or her typical peers are performing in academic
achievement area skills and cognitive processing abilities. For example, a student who is struggling
in math class can be evaluated using a norm-referenced, standardized assessment tool. Her scores
can then be compared to other children her age to see if her performance is significantly below that
of her same-age peers. Measures of theoretically related cognitive processes would then also be
administered to the student to see if her cognitive processes scores from a standardized assessment
are also significantly below those of her same-age peers.
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SLD identification models. Prominent approaches to identifying learning disabilities
typically include an examination of norm-referenced scores from cognitive ability measures and
academic achievement measures obtained by an examinee to ascertain a pattern of strengths and
weaknesses (PSW) in the examinee’s performance (Flanagan, Fiorello, & Ortiz, 2010). Naglieri
(1999) introduced the Planning, Attention, Simultaneous, and Successive (PASS) model of SLD
assessment that requires examining intra-individual differences of an examinee’s collection of
norm-referenced scores for relative weakness in one or more scores representing cognitive
processes that is consistent with his or her academic achievement deficit as well as evidence of a
relative cognitive processing strength. The Cross-Battery Assessment (XBA) approach proposed by
Flanagan and colleagues (Flanagan & McGrew, 1997; Flanagan, Ortiz, & Alfonso, 2013) is based
on the typical PSW search for strengths and weaknesses, but it incorporates the use of multiple
assessment batteries to complement and supplement findings from one battery. These models
appear fully capable of identifying the underlying cognitive processing deficits that are a key
component in the majority of the learning disability definitions.
Theoretical cognitive abilities. The most well-documented, and then perhaps most
clinically useful, theory of assessment is the Cattell-Horn-Carroll (CHC) theory of human cognitive
abilities (see Carroll, 1993; Schneider & McGrew, 2012). CHC theory posits that there is a general
g factor of intelligence at the highest level (Stratum III), and that under g are found broad abilities
(Stratum II) that are considered factors contributing to general intelligence, such as Gc
(Comprehension-Knowledge), Gf (Fluid Reasoning), Gs (Processing Speed), and other similar
groupings of cognitive abilities. Further down the hierarchy are found narrow abilities (Stratum I)
that can be considered the component, specialized skills or abilities measured in specific tasks that
factor into the broad abilities above (Carroll, 1993).
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Proponents of the application of CHC theory have presented a base of evidence for using
CHC cognitive abilities in SLD evaluations. Utilizing test batteries that are based on the wellresearched CHC theory makes for informed clinical practice, particularly as more test publishers are
reporting their tests and subtests in terms of the broad and narrow abilities for cognitive as well as
achievement testing (Flanagan et al., 2010; McGrew, 2009; McGrew & Wendling, 2010). The
increasingly widespread use of CHC-related descriptors in cognitive and achievement testing
facilitates use of Flanagan and colleagues’ XBA model and allows for more direct comparisons of
an examinee’s patterns of strengths and weaknesses of academic achievement and underlying
cognitive processes called for in federal legislation by comparing the individual’s performance on
subtests and subtest clusters contributing to the narrow and broad abilities to the typical
performance of peers (Flanagan et al., 2010).
Problems with Norm-Referenced Scores and a Remedy
Norm-referenced scores provide a useful indicator of performance relative to a designated
comparative peer group, such as same-age peers; however, such a relative comparison represents
individual differences in the level of performance of the specific skills or abilities being measured
by the task or tasks that contribute to the obtained score. Knowing relative performance is not
sufficient for measuring the underlying cognitive processing deficits alluded to in the federal
definitions of learning disability. The problem is that norm-referenced scores do not equate to an
ability to measure an individual’s absolute level of performance of the cognitive skills and steps
necessary to complete a task—an ability that is required to adequately identify deficits in such
cognitive processes (Carroll, 1976; Floyd & Kranzler, 2012). Thus, norm-referenced scores alone
fail to identify absolute deficits in cognitive processing that are consistently identified in federal and
state definitions as a necessary component to identify SLD.
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The problem with using norm-referenced scores alone for identifying SLD is highlighted
when thinking about the performance of a very young child. A 3-year-old child is not typically
expected to be able to read because children in this age group are not developmentally capable of
reading due to fundamental, and absolute, deficits in cognitive abilities (e.g., attention, knowledge
of letter sounds, phonemic analysis and synthesis skills, and working memory) that prevent their
acquiring sufficient levels of the component skills necessary to read. The 3-year-old child, however,
could have relative strengths in reading-related skills (e.g., rhyming and letter naming) when
compared to his same-age peers, but such strengths do not overcome the absolute processing
deficits that prevent the child from being able to read. That is to say, there appears to be a minimum
threshold of each reading-related skill that is necessary for an individual to develop proficiency in
reading performance.
Is it possible then, that such an absolute deficit—not a relative deficit—in cognitive
processing is what is responsible for preventing sufficient acquisition of the component skills or
abilities necessary for proficient reading in older children and adults? If so, then evidence of an
absolute deficit in cognitive processing would help to inform the decision-making process for SLD
assessment, as it would clearly indicate an underlying cognitive processing deficit for the related
area of achievement. For example, an adolescent who scores low on a test of phonemic analysis and
also scores low on a cognitive processing task related to phonemic analysis could be said to exhibit
an SLD in reading that is supported by the presence of an accompanying absolute deficit in
cognitive processing.
Advances in application of item-response theory over the past several decades have
improved the ability of clinical users to measure these absolute levels of performance across
development from young children through adulthood. In one application, Richard Woodcock
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introduced the W score to assist users of the Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-Educational Battery of
tests (Woodcock & Johnson, 1978) in understanding absolute level of performance on cognitive
ability and achievement tests. W scores are Rasch-based ability scores that describe an individual’s
level of development for a particular skill by providing a direct relation between level of trait ability
and difficulty of items that allows predictions to be made in how successful an individual will be on
any given item (Jaffe, 2009; Woodcock, 1999).
The use of W scores, as a measure of absolute levels of performance, can solve the normreference score quandary that becomes apparent when such an approach is used to define what
constitutes a deficit in cognitive processing. W scores have the statistically preferred advantage of
utilizing an equal-interval scale that can report “growth” of an individual’s absolute level of ability
across the developmental lifespan—making it particularly useful in examining the concept of
“proficient” as it relates to being able to function at a basic level in the academic areas of reading,
mathematics, and writing. Proficiency, in other words, is determined by achieving a minimal
threshold of performance on the subtests and clusters that measure the related cognitive processes
and the larger narrow and broad abilities associated with functional success in each academic area.
Being able to identify an individual’s functional academic proficiency at such a level and being able
to identify when that individual’s theoretically-related cognitive processes are also of a sufficient
level would seem to preclude identification of a SLD.
Recalling that basic psychological processes cannot be measured directly by standard
cognitive ability tests, the narrow and broad abilities associated with CHC theory provide a useful,
albeit imprecise, way to describe common processes targeted across norm-referenced ability
measures (Dehn, 2006). In this way, study of cognitive processes underlying achievement deficits
(as demonstrated in learning disabilities) can be grounded in measurement of abilities from CHC
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theory. In the same vein, as item-level performance most closely reflects the utilization of cognitive
processes, tasks that stem most directly from items that have demonstrated reliability and validity
evidence should be employed in such investigations. Thus, cognitive ability test scores—versus
composite scores stemming from aggregation of tests—best reflect targeted cognitive processes. If
these tests can produce W scores, it should then be feasible to study cognitive processing deficits
using an absolute score to pinpoint a minimal threshold necessary to be proficient in an academic
area. Based on a review of the literature, it appears that no such attempt to use item response theory
(IRT)-based metrics, such as the W score, to delineate differences in absolute levels of performance
to establish minimal thresholds of proficiency, and then using such scores to inform the
identification of SLD has been conducted.
Purpose of the Study
This study aims to contribute to the literature about the SLD identification process by
examining achievement scores obtained on subtests to determine if an examinee has met a minimal
threshold of performance to demonstrate proficiency, and then searching for significant relations
between those achievement scores that fail to meet such minimal thresholds and any related CHC
cognitive abilities to reveal those “underlying” cognitive processing deficits that manifest as failure
to achieve in the five academic SLD areas related to reading and mathematics. A recently published
cognitive ability test battery, the Woodcock-Johnson IV (WJ IV; Schrank, McGrew, & Mather,
2014a), includes all the elements necessary to investigate this question—W scores produced by all
tests, co-normed cognitive ability and academic achievement batteries, well-developed tests, and a
large and nationally representative norming sample spanning a broad development range. Thus, this
study employed data from its developmental-age norming sample. In order to accomplish the goal
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of establishing cognitive predictor thresholds for academic proficiency, proficiency levels in
achievement domains must first be established.
As such, this study first uses a “Bookmark” standard-setting procedure to establish these
levels. To do so, academic content area experts were asked to establish cut scores for “proficient”
performance on academic achievement tests. After these levels of proficiency in the achievement
domains were established using content reviews and expert consensus, an empirical approach was
used to establish the cognitive processing thresholds (with the WJ IV tests used as proxies)
necessary for proficiency in each of those achievement areas. Cognitive ability tests based on CHC
theory, and their W scores, were used to determine if developmental cognitive processing thresholds
are necessary to achieve proficiency in the academic achievement areas outlined in IDEA’s federal
definition of learning disabilities. Then, scores from cognitive ability measures were analyzed as
potential predictors of proficiency in the academic areas.
The CHC broad ability factors are Comprehension-Knowledge (Gc), Fluid Reasoning (Gf),
Processing Speed (Gs), Short-Term Working Memory (Gwm), Auditory Processing (Ga), LongTerm Retrieval (Glr), and Visual Processing (Gv). Comprehension-Knowledge (Gc) is considered
to be a person’s accumulated declarative knowledge. Fluid Reasoning (Gf) is considered to be a
person’s ability to control attention in order to reason, form concepts, and solve novel problems.
Processing Speed (Gs) is considered to be a person’s ability to quickly and efficiently perform
cognitive tasks. Short-Term Working Memory (Gwm) is considered to be a person’s ability to retain
information in immediate awareness, then manipulate that information to carry out a goal. Auditory
Processing (Ga) is considered to be a person’s ability to encode, synthesize, and discriminate
auditory stimuli. Long-Term Retrieval (Glr) is considered to be a person’s ability to store
information and fluently retrieve that information when required. Visual Processing (Gv) is
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considered to be a person’s ability to perceive, analyze, synthesize, and think in terms of visual
patterns and representations (McGrew et al., 2014).
McGrew and Wendling (2010) synthesized over 20 years of research on CHC cognitive
predictors of academic proficiency, and Cormier, McGrew, Bulut, and Funamoto (2016) provided
updated information for the reading-related SLD areas based on regression analyses of the WJ IV
cluster scores. See Table 1 for a breakdown of CHC factors determined to be relevant to the
reading- and mathematics-related SLD areas. Based on findings from these studies, the CHC broad
abilities determined to be relevant to this study included Gc, Gf, Gs, Gwm, and Ga. The broad
ability factors of Glr and Gv were not found to have significant effects on performance for any of
the reading- or mathematics-related SLD areas.
From Cormier et al. (2016), the broad ability of Gc was found to have at least moderate
effects across the developmental lifespan for the SLD areas of Basic Reading Skills, Reading
Fluency Skills, and Reading Comprehension—with stronger effects seen for Reading Fluency in
late-childhood and early-adolescence. The broad ability of Gf was found to have strong effects for
Basic Reading Skills earlier in the developmental lifespan that decrease to moderate effects as
children age. Gf was also found to have moderate effects for Reading Fluency Skills and strong
effects for Reading Comprehension throughout the developmental lifespan. The broad ability of Gs
was found to have strong effects for only Reading Fluency Skills, and the effects reportedly remain
fairly stable throughout the developmental lifespan. The broad ability of Gwm was found to initially
have weak effects in early childhood and increase to moderate effects in later childhood and
adolescence for Basic Reading Skills. The broad ability of Ga was found to have moderate effects
across the developmental lifespan for Basic Reading Skills.
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Table 1
Relevant CHC Factors for Reading- and Math-related SLD Areas across the Developmental
Lifespan (ages 2 through 18)
Reading-Related
Mathematics-Related
SLD Areas
SLD Areas
Basic
Reading
Skills

Reading
Fluency
Skills

ComprehensionKnowledge
(Gc)

Moderate
Effects

Moderate
to Strong
Effects

Moderate
Effects

Weak to
Moderate
Effects

Moderate
to Strong
Effects

Fluid Reasoning
(Gf)

Strong to
Moderate
Effects

Moderate
Effects

Strong
Effects

Moderate
Effects

Strong to
Moderate
Effects

Processing Speed
(Gs)

Not
Significant

Strong
Effects

Not
Significant

Moderate
Effects

Moderate
Effects

Short-Term
Working Memory
(Gwm)

Weak to
Moderate
Effects

Not
Significant

Not
Significant

Not
Significant

Weak to
Moderate
Effects

Auditory
Processing
(Ga)

Moderate
Effects

Not
Significant

Not
Significant

Not
Significant

Not
Significant

Long-Term
Retrieval
(Glr)

Not
Significant

Not
Significant

Not
Significant

Not
Significant

Not
Significant

Visual Processing
(Gv)

Not
Significant

Not
Significant

Not
Significant

Not
Significant

Not
Significant

CHC Broad
Ability

Reading
Mathematics
Comprehension Calculation

Mathematics
Problem
Solving

Note: Findings from Cormier, McGrew, Bulut, and Funamoto (2016) were utilized to determine
relevant CHC factors for reading-related SLD areas, and findings from McGrew and Wendling
(2010) were utilized to determine relevant CHC factors for mathematics-related SLD areas. Effects
are described in order of effect size across the developmental lifespan (by increasing age).
From McGrew and Wendling (2010), the broad ability to Gc was found to initially have
weak effects in early childhood and increase to moderate effects throughout the rest of the
developmental lifespan for the Mathematics Calculation SLD area. Gc was also found to initially
have moderate effects that increase to strong effects for the Mathematics Problem Solving SLD
13

area. The broad ability of Gf was found to have moderate effects throughout the developmental
lifespan for Mathematics Calculation. For Mathematics Problem Solving, the effects of Gf
decreased from strong effects in early childhood to moderate effects throughout the rest of the
developmental lifespan. The broad ability of Gs was found to have moderate effects throughout the
developmental lifespan for both Mathematics Calculation and Mathematics Problem Solving. The
broad ability of Gwm was found to increase from weak effects in early childhood to moderate
effects throughout the rest of the developmental lifespan for the Mathematics Problem Solving SLD
area.
Cognitive predictors that adequately predict categorical classification of academic
proficiency can then potentially be used to determine if an examinee meets the underlying criteria
for an SLD (i.e., a related cognitive processing deficit). If an examinee demonstrates a cognitive
processing deficit that is predictively related to one of the SLD areas, and exhibits low performance
in the SLD achievement area, then he or she should be considered to have an SLD in that area. If an
examinee does not demonstrate a cognitive processing deficit that is predictively related to one of
the SLD areas, but still exhibits low performance in the SLD area, then he or she should not be
considered to have an SLD in that achievement area—rather, consideration of the examinee as a
low achiever who might benefit from remedial instruction (e.g., response to intervention [RtI]
programs) or increased motivation (e.g., reinforcement) might be the more appropriate alternative.
This study addresses the following research questions: (1) What are the minimal proficiency
standards for academic performance in reading and mathematics? (2) Which cognitive processes
accurately help to predict proficiency classification in reading- and mathematics-related tests of
achievement? and (3) What are the best cognitive predictors of academic proficiency for reading
and mathematics?
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Method
Participants
All participants were obtained using archival datasets from the norming process of the WJ
IV (Schrank et al., 2014a) for individuals ranging from ages 2 years to 90 years and older (see Table
2 for breakdown of number of individuals included in the sample for each age group). In order to
produce a nationally representative norming sample, the authors of the WJ IV collected data from
7,416 individuals. These individuals were sampled from communities in 46 states and the District of
Columbia with a heavy focus on collecting data from school-age children. The total norm sample
included 664 preschool age children (ages 2 through 5) not yet enrolled in kindergarten, 3,891
students enrolled in kindergarten through 12th grade, 775 young adults enrolled in college
(undergraduate and graduate students), and 2,086 adult examinees (McGrew, LaForte, & Schrank,
2014).
Measures
All variables were obtained using archival datasets for the subset of examinees from the
ages of 2 through 18 (N = 4,721) from the norming process of the Woodcock-Johnson IV (WJ IV;
Schrank, et al., 2014a) for both the Tests of Cognitive Abilities (WJ IV COG; Schrank, McGrew, &
Mather, 2014b) and the Tests of Achievement (WJ IV ACH; Schrank, Mather, & McGrew, 2014).
The WJ IV is a comprehensive assessment system that measures cognitive and academic abilities
for examinees ranging from 2 to 90 years of age, and older (McGrew et al., 2014). The WJ IV
provides a contemporary update to the batteries underlying CHC theory of cognitive abilities and
continues to focus on giving examiners flexibility on which tests to administer with quality
psychometric properties to aid in the interpretation of results (McGrew et al., 2014).
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Table 2
Distribution of the WJ IV Norming Sample by Age
Age Group
Number of Participants
(in years)
2
173
3
203
4
223
5
205
6
308
7
310
8
336
9
306
10
314
11
329
12
317
13
307
14
299
15
277
16
284
17
254
18
276
19
295
20-29
759
30-39
492
40-49
462
50-59
274
60-69
164
70-79
132
80+
117
Ages 2-18
4,721
Ages 19+
2,695
Total
7,416
Tests of Cognitive Abilities. The WJ IV COG is composed of 18 tests housed in two testing
easels that measure an array of cognitive abilities—read as basic psychological processes (McGrew
et al., 2014). A list of the WJ IV COG tests utilized in the study is provided in Table 3, which is
organized by the CHC broad abilities measured by the 16 relevant tests in the battery. Two of the
tests are purported to be measuring the CHC broad ability of Comprehension-Knowledge (Gc): Oral
Vocabulary and General Information. Three of the tests are purported to be measuring the CHC
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Table 3
Organization of WJ IV COG Tests by CHC Broad Ability
CHC Broad
WJ IV
Ability
COG Test
Reliability

Processing
Speed
(Gs)

Hypothesized Cognitive Processes

Oral
Vocabulary

r11 = .89

Listening to a word and providing a
synonym; listening to a word and
providing an antonym

Semantic activation, access, and
matching

General
Information

r11 = .88

Identifying where an object is found and
what people typically do with an object

Semantic activation and access to
declarative knowledge

Number Series

r11 = .91

Determining a numerical sequence

Representation and manipulation of
points on a mental number line;
identifying and applying an
underlying rule/principle to
complete a numerical sequence

Concept
Formation

r11 = .93

Identifying, categorizing, and
determining rules

Rule-based categorization; rule
switching; induction/inference

AnalysisSynthesis

r11 = .93

Analyzing puzzles (using symbolic
formulations) to determine missing
components

Algorithmic reasoning; deduction

ComprehensionKnowledge (Gc)

Fluid Reasoning
(Gf)

Task Requirements

Letter-Pattern
Matching

r12* = .91;
Rapidly locating and circling identical
r12** = .88; letters or letter patterns
r12*** = .91

Speeded visual perception and
matching; visual discrimination;
orthographic processing; divided
attention

Pair
Cancellation

r12* = .89;
Rapidly locating and marking a repeated
r12** = .89; pattern
r12*** = .95

Executive processing; attentional
control; inhibition and interference
control; sustained attention
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Table 3 (Continued)
Organization of WJ IV COG Tests by CHC Broad Ability
CHC Broad
WJ IV
Ability
COG Test
Reliability

Short-Term
Working
Memory
(Gwm)

Auditory
Processing
(Ga)

Task Requirements

Hypothesized Cognitive Processes

Verbal
Attention

r11 = .86

Listening to a series of numbers and
animals intermingled and answering a
specific question regarding the sequence

Controlled executive function;
working memory capacity; recoding
of acoustic, verbalized stimuli held
in immediate awareness; selective
auditory attention; attentional
control

Numbers
Reversed

r11 = .88

Listening to and recalling a sequence of
digits in reversed order

Span of apprehension and recoding
in working memory; working
memory capacity, attentional
capacity

ObjectNumber
Sequencing

r11 = .89

Listening to a series of numbers and
words intermingled and recalling in two
recorded sequences

Recoding of acoustic, verbalized
stimuli held in immediate
awareness; working memory
capacity

Phonological
Processing

r11 = .84

Providing a word with a specific phonic
element; naming as many words as
possible that begin with a specified
sound: substituting part of a word to
make a new word

Semantic activation, access; speed
of lexical access

Nonword
Repetition

r11 = .91

Listening to a nonsense word and
repeating it exactly

Analysis of a sequence of acoustic
phonological elements in immediate
awareness; efficiency of the
phonological loop
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Table 3 (Continued)
Organization of WJ IV COG Tests by CHC Broad Ability
CHC Broad
WJ IV
Ability
COG Test
Reliability
Long-Term
Retrieval
(Glr)

Visual
Processing
(Gv)

Task Requirements

Hypothesized Cognitive Processes

Story Recall

r11 = .93

Listening to and recalling details of
stories

Construction of propositional
representations and recoding

VisualAuditory
Learning

r11 = .97

Learning and recalling pictographic
representations of words

Paired-associative encoding via
directed spotlight attention; storage
and retrieval

Visualization

r11 = .88

Identifying two-dimensional pieces that
form a shape; identifying two threedimensional rotated block patterns that
match a target

Visual feature detection;
manipulation (mental rotation) of
visual images in space; matching

Picture
Recognition

r11 = .74

Recognizing a subset of previously
presented pictures within a field of
similar distracting pictures

Formation of iconic memories and
matching of visual stimuli to stored
visual representations

Note. r11 = reliability (calculated as the ratio of true score variance to observed score variance; r12* = test-retest reliability for ages 7 to
11; r12** = test-retest reliability for ages 14 to 17; r12*** = test-retest reliability for ages 26 to 79.
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broad ability of Fluid Reasoning (Gf): Number Series, Concept Formation, and Analysis-Synthesis.
Two of the tests are purported to be measuring the CHC broad ability of Processing Speed (Gs):
Letter-Pattern Matching and Pair Cancellation. Three of the tests are purported to be measuring the
CHC broad ability of Short-Term Working Memory (Gwm): Verbal Attention, Numbers Reversed,
and Object-Number Sequencing. Two of the tests are purported to be measuring the CHC broad
ability of Auditory Processing (Ga): Phonological Processing and Nonword Repetition. Two of the
tests are purported to be measuring the CHC broad ability of Long-Term Retrieval (Glr): Story
Recall and Visual-Auditory Learning. Two of the tests are purported to be measuring the CHC
broad ability of Visual Processing (Gv): Visualization and Picture Recognition.
Table 3 also includes a description of each test’s reliability, task requirements, and the
hypothesized cognitive processes necessary to perform the task. The median reliability coefficients
for the WJ IV COG tests measuring all of the CHC broad ability, areas except for Processing Speed
(Gs), were all greater than .88, except for the Verbal Attention (r11 = .86), Phonological Processing
(r11 = .84), and Picture Recognition (r11 = .74) tests (McGrew et al., 2014). The median test-retest
reliabilities for WJ IV COG tests measuring Processing Speed (Gs) were all greater than .88 across
all reported age groups (McGrew et al., 2014).
Tests of Achievement. The WJ IV ACH is composed of 20 separate tests housed in two
testing easels that measure academic achievement in reading, mathematics, written language,
science, social studies, and the humanities (McGrew et al., 2014). The WJ IV ACH produces a
cluster score representing each academic achievement deficit area – analogous to those described in
IDEA (2004) legislation. The five SLD eligibility area clusters related to reading and mathematics
obtained through WJ IV ACH testing include Basic Reading Skills, Reading Comprehension,
Reading Fluency, Math Calculation Skills, and Math Problem Solving. As evident in the far left
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column of Table 4, all of these clusters have demonstrated median internal consistency reliability
coefficients of .92 or higher across ages 2 to 80 years and older (McGrew et al., 2014).
Reading. As evident in Table 4, the Basic Reading Skills cluster is obtained by
administering Letter-Word Identification and Word Attack. Letter-Word identification measures
ability to identify and articulate printed letters and words, and Word Attack measures ability to
apply the regular rules of phonics through grapheme-to-phoneme translation. The Reading
Comprehension cluster is obtained by administering Passage Comprehension and Reading Recall.
Passage Comprehension measures ability to read passages and supply missing words that are
grammatically and semantically correct, and Reading Recall measures ability to read stories and
recall details from those stories. The Reading Fluency cluster is obtained by administering Oral
Reading and Sentence Reading Fluency. Oral Reading measures ability to accurately and fluently
read sentences aloud, and Sentence Reading Fluency measures ability to rapidly read sentences and
apply semantic meaning to verify if the statement is true or false. The median reliability coefficients
for the WJ IV ACH tests measuring the reading SLD eligibility areas were all found to be greater
than .89, while Sentence Reading Fluency, as a speeded test, was found to have a test-retest
reliability of at least .76 across all reported age groups (McGrew et al., 2014).
Mathematics. The Math Calculation Skills cluster is obtained by administering Calculation
and Math Facts Fluency. Calculation measures ability to apply knowledge of numbers to perform
mathematical calculations, and Math Facts Fluency measures ability to rapidly perform basic
arithmetic skills. The Math Problem Solving cluster is obtained by administering Applied Problems
and Number Matrices. Applied Problems measures ability to solve orally presented quantitative
reasoning questions, and Number Matrices measures ability to decode two-dimensional number
patterns. The median reliability coefficient for the WJ IV ACH tests measuring the mathematics
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Table 4
Organization of WJ IV ACH Tests by SLD Eligibility Area
SLD Eligibility
Area and WJ IV
WJ IV
ACH Cluster
ACH Test
Reliability

Basic Reading
Skills
(r = .95)

Hypothesized Cognitive Processes

Letter-Word
Identification

r11 = .94

Identifying printed letters and words

Feature detection and analysis (for
letters) and recognition of visual
word forms from a phonological
lexicon; access of pronunciations
associated with visual word forms

Word Attack

r11 = .90

Reading phonically regular words

Grapheme-to-phoneme translation
and accessing pronunciations of
pseudowords not contained in the
mental lexicon

Passage
Comprehension

r11 = .89

Identifying a missing key word that
makes sense in the context of a
written passage

Construction of propositional
representations; integration of
syntactic and semantic properties of
printed words and sentences into a
representation of the whole passage

Reading Recall

r11 = .92

Reading and recalling details of
stories

Construction of propositional
representations and recoding

Oral Reading

r11 = .96

Reading sentences orally with
accuracy and fluency

Integration of orthographic
phonological, and semantic
processes; articulatory planning and
motor execution

Sentence Reading
Fluency

r12 = .95

Reading printed statements rapidly
and responding true or false (yes or
no)

Speeded semantic decision making
requiring reading ability and generic
knowledge

Reading
Comprehension
(r = .95)

Reading Fluency
Skills
(r = .96)

Task Requirements
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Table 4 (Continued)
Organization of WJ IV ACH Tests by SLD Eligibility Area
SLD Eligibility
Area and WJ IV
WJ IV
ACH Cluster
ACH Test
Reliability

Task Requirements

Calculation

r11 = .93

Performing various mathematical
calculations

Access to and application of
knowledge of numbers and
calculation procedures; verbal
associations between numbers
represented as strings of words

Math Facts
Fluency

r12 = .95

Adding, subtracting, and
multiplying rapidly

Speeded access to and application of
digit-symbol arithmetic procedures

Applied
Problems

r11 = .92

Performing math calculations in
response to orally presented
problems

Construction of mental models via
language comprehension,
application of calculation and/or
quantitative reasoning; formation of
insight

Number Matrices

r11 = .92

Determining a two-dimensional
numerical pattern

Access to verbal-visual numeric
codes; transcoding verbal and/or
visual representations of numeric
information into analogical
representations; determining
relationship between/among
numbers on the first part of the
structure and mapping (projecting)
the structure to complete the
analogy

Mathematics
Calculation
(r = .97)

Mathematics
Problem Solving
(r = .95)

Hypothesized Cognitive Processes

Note. Task requirements and hypothesized cognitive processes are excerpted from the WJ IV Technical Manual (McGrew et al., 2014;
Table 5-4, pp. 127-129); r11 = reliability (calculated as the ratio of true score variance to observed score variance); r12 = test-retest
reliability.
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SLD eligibility areas were all found to be greater than .92, while Math Facts Fluency, as a speeded
test, was found to have a test-retest reliability of at least .95 across all reported age groups (McGrew
et al., 2014).
Procedure
The study consisted of two phases. In Phase I, a standard-setting procedure to identify “cut
scores” of academic proficiency in each WJ IV ACH test was conducted. Obtained cut scores
describe the raw score for each ACH test and cluster at which an examinee can be considered
minimally proficient in that academic area. In Phase II, a receiver operating characteristics (ROC)
analysis was conducted. For this analysis, the sample of examinees from the WJ IV norming study
were dichotomized into “proficient” and “not proficient” classification groups based on the ACH
test and cluster cut scores established from Phase I. The WJ IV COG test and cluster W scores from
each examinee were used as predictor variables to determine which cognitive measures most
accurately predict proficiency in the ACH domains.
Phase I: Standard setting. Cut scores establish categories of performance for a test (Cizek
& Bunch, 2007, p. 13). Advice from the academic achievement content area panel experts was used
to establish the cut scores regarding performance that constituted “proficient” performance on each
of the WJ IV ACH tests included in the study. The bookmark standard cut score for each WJ IV
ACH test was used to classify participants with scores at or above the bookmarked item (or score)
on that particular test as being proficient, whereas participants with scores below the bookmark
standard for that test were classified as “not proficient.”
The initial phase relied on a panel of experts, in their respective content area, to establish
bookmark standards of academic proficiency on select tests from the WJ IV ACH. The
bookmarking process followed standards established by Lewis, Mitzel, and Green (1996). For
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achievement tests, bookmarking is a standard-setting process that requires the panel experts to
sequentially consider the items on the test and then to bookmark the item on the test where they feel
that mastery up to and including that item demonstrates proficient performance in that academic
area. Examinees who successfully complete items up to and including the bookmarked item on the
test are then considered proficient in regard to the tested achievement area.
In this study, modifications to the Lewis et al. (1996) bookmarking procedure were
employed. The major modification was that panelists set bookmarks and provided feedback using
web-based methods, rather than being required to meet face-to-face. Utilizing web-based
technology allowed responses to be made at the panelists’ convenience within specified windows of
time. The use of web-based procedures has been examined and found to have acceptable
equivalencies of performance compared to the face-to-face standard setting format with additional
benefits that significantly enhance the feasibility of a standard setting procedure, such as reducing
the time commitment required of panelists (Katz & Tannenbaum, 2014; Katz, Tannenbaum, &
Kannan, 2009). Although, the panelists were not asked to provide feedback in a “live” discussion
format, they still were asked to provide commentary describing rationale for bookmark placement
and to consider feedback from other panelists as the modified, web-based bookmark procedure
progressed.
Sampling and recruitment. Educators, test developers, and other content area experts were
recruited using a snowball sampling method consisting of personal contacts for educational experts
in the core academic areas of reading and mathematics (following searches for experts through
personal contacts and by reaching out to organizational listservs and online communities). The
email to these experts briefly described the purpose of the study, asked for their participation, and
requested they contact the primary investigator to obtain directions for completing the bookmark
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standard-setting process. One panel of experts was created for each of the academic areas of reading
and math. The Reading Panel consisted of 10 professionals with expertise in the content area of
reading, and the Mathematics Panel consisted of 6 professionals with expertise in the content area
of mathematics. No panelist served on more than one panel. Demographic information and
objective measures of expertise were obtained from the panel members.
Reading panel demographic information. Demographic and expertise characteristic data
revealed the Reading Panel was composed of 8 women and 2 men with an average age of 43 years.
All reading panelists identified as White and not of Hispanic descent. The reported highest level of
education obtained indicated that 7 panelists held doctorate or specialist level degrees, and 3
panelists held master’s degrees. On average, reading panelists reported having spent 6 years in their
current position (N = 9; range = 1 to 18 years) and 16 years in the education industry (N = 9; range
= 8 to 21 years).
In regard to demographics that panelists reported having worked with, 52% males and 48%
females were reported as averages for gender of clients, and the ethnicity breakdown of clients
worked with was reported as follows: African American/Black = 18%, Asian/Pacific Islander = 5%,
Native American/American Indian = 2%, Arab American = 3%, Biracial/Multiracial = 4%,
White/Caucasian = 65%, and Other = 3%. Panelists reported having 54% of their clientele coming
from economically disadvantaged backgrounds, 11% as being English language learners, and 49%
receiving special education services through an individualized education program (IEP) or Section
504 plan. Of their clientele receiving special education services, panelists reported 60% of their
clientele received services for having a specific learning disability (SLD) and 2.5% for giftedness.
In regard to district size served, 6 panelists reported having worked in small districts, 5 reported
having worked in medium-sized districts, and 3 reported having worked in large districts (some
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panelists reported more than one district size). In regard to community type served, 6 panelists
reported having served in rural communities, 5 reported having served in suburban communities,
and 1 reported having served in an urban community (some panelists reported having served more
than one type of community). In regard to geographic location of service, 5 panelists reported
having served in a Central geographic region, and 4 reported having served in a South geographic
region, and 1 panelist did not report geographic region of service.
Characteristics of expertise reported by panelists indicated a range of 0 to 7 peer-reviewed
journal articles having been published per panelist, with an average of 1.9 peer-reviewed journal
articles across panelists. Number of published book chapters had a reported range of 0 to 3 per
panelist, with an average of 0.6 book chapters across panelists. No panelists reported having written
books or published tests in the area of reading. Panelists reported a range of 0 to 10 times having
served on a content area panel as a reading expert, with an average of 2.75 times served as a reading
content area expert across panelists. Panelists also reported delivering a range of 0 to 55
professional lectures in the area reading, with an average of 21.75 professional lectures across
panelists.
Mathematics panel characteristics. The Mathematics Panel was composed of 4 women and
2 men with an average age of 37 years. Five of the six panelists identified as White/Caucasian and
not of Hispanic descent. The sixth panelist indicated being of Hispanic descent, but did not indicate
a racial identification. The reported highest level of education obtained indicated that 5 panelists
held doctorate or specialist level degrees and 1 panelist held a master’s degree. On average,
mathematics panelists reported having spent 4.8 years in their current position (N = 6; range = 4 to 6
years), and 13.7 years in the education industry (N = 6; range = 6 to 21 years).
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In regard to demographics of student populations served by panelists, panelists reported
having worked with 50% male and 50% female clients, and the ethnicity breakdown of clients
worked with was reported as follows: African American/Black = 31%, Asian/Pacific Islander = 5%,
Native American/American Indian = 24%, Arab American = 0%, Biracial/Multiracial = 5%,
White/Caucasian = 27%, and Other = 8%. Panelists reported having 66% of their clientele coming
from economically disadvantaged backgrounds, 44% as being English language learners, and 53%
receiving special education services through an individualized education program (IEP) or Section
504 plan. Of their clientele receiving special education services, panelists reported 79% received
services for having a specific learning disability (SLD) and 2.5% for giftedness. In regard to district
size served, 5 out of the 6 panelists reported having worked in large-sized districts, and 1 of those 5
also reported having worked in small- and medium-sized districts (the 6th panelist did not report). In
regard to community type served, 4 panelists reported having served in urban communities, 3
reported having served in suburban communities (2 of those 3 also reported working in urban
settings), and 1 panelist did not report this information. In regard to geographic location of service,
2 panelists reported having worked in both Central and North geographic regions of the United
States, 1 additional panelist reported also having worked in the North geographic region, and 1
additional panelist also reported having worked in a Central geographic region. One panelist
reported having worked in a South geographic region, and 1 panelist did not report geographic
region of service.
Characteristics of content area expertise reported by mathematics panelists indicated a range
of 0 to 51 peer-reviewed journal articles having been published per panelist, with an average of 10.5
peer-reviewed journal articles across panelists. Number of published book chapters had a reported
range of 0 to 9 per panelist, with an average of 1.8 book chapters across panelists. Number of books
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written had a reported range of 0 to 1 per panelist, with an average of 0.3 books written across
panelists. No panelists reported having published tests in the area of mathematics. Panelists reported
a range of 0 to 1 times having served on a content area panel as a math expert, with an average of
0.5 times served as a math content area expert across panelists. Panelists also reported delivering a
range of 7 to 38 professional lectures in the area of mathematics, with an average of 38.33
professional lectures reported across panelists.
Design. The content area experts each completed an initial round of bookmark placement by
first reviewing the test items, in order from lowest difficulty to highest difficulty (as presented
sequentially to examinees). Then, each panelist placed a “digital bookmark” by selecting the
number of the item or entering the raw score associated with performance where they believe that
successfully completing all items up to and including the marked item demonstrated proficiency for
each of the tests covering the panelist’s respective area of expertise. For purposes of this exercise,
“minimally proficient” in the content area is defined as the point at which examinees are expected
to have at least a 75% chance of success on items up to, but not beyond, the digital bookmark. In
other words, when an expert reached an item he or she felt was not likely to be completed
successfully by 75% of examinees who are minimally proficient in the subject matter, that expert
placed their bookmark by selecting the immediately preceding item or providing the score they felt
the minimally proficient examinee would receive.
Letter-Word Identification, Applied Problems, Passage Comprehension, Calculation, Word
Attack, and Number Matrices are all scored using binary classification “1” for each correct answer
below the ceiling and “0” for incorrect answers, no responses, and items above the ceiling. For these
tests, panelists converged on the item they collectively believe demonstrates minimally proficient
performance for that academic skill. For Oral Reading and Reading Recall, examinees accumulate
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points for correct responses as they complete sets of items. Upon reaching a designated decision
point, if they have earned a sufficient score the administration of item sets continues. If, upon
reaching a designated decision point, the examinee has not earned a sufficient number of points,
then administration is discontinued. For these tests, the panelists were asked to provide the score
they expected the minimally proficient reader to obtain for each sentence, and the discontinue rule
was applied based on panelist response to each item to determine the final cut score. For the
speeded fluency tests, Sentence Reading Fluency and Math Facts Fluency, panelists responded by
providing the number of correct responses (as well as the number of incorrect items for Sentence
Reading Fluency) within the designated time limit—3 minutes.
After initial placement of the bookmark, experts provided commentary of their rationale for
having chosen that item as the minimal threshold for an examinee’s score to be classified as
“proficient.” Panelists took 14 days to complete the initial round of bookmark placement and to
provide commentary for placement rationale. Upon completion of the initial round of bookmark
placement and feedback, panelists were notified to complete a second round of bookmark
placement and asked to review the results of the previous round and read the other panelists’
commentary feedback regarding reasoning for initial placement. Then, each panelist again reviewed
the test items in order and placed their revised bookmark or provided the score they felt the
minimally proficient examinee would receive. As in the first round of placement, panelists then
provided commentary regarding their new or revised reasoning for selecting that item as the cutoff.
Panelists took 11 days to complete the second round of bookmark placement and to provide
commentary for placement rationales.
Upon completion of the second round of bookmark placement and feedback, panelists were
again notified to complete a third and final round of bookmark placement following the same
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placement procedure as in the second round. Panelists again took 11 days to complete the third
round of bookmark placement and to provide final commentary for placement rationales. The
location of minimal proficiency cut scores was calculated using the best fit of the mean, median, or
mode bookmark placement item across all panelist responses. The process consisted of comparing
the three measures of central tendency and looking for majority agreement across all three (i.e., if
two or more of the mean, median, and mode agreed, then that would serve as the cut score for
minimal proficiency on that test). In all but two cases, the resulting cut scores were established by
agreement between the mode and median. For Story 6 of Reading Recall, the mean and the median
agreed and were subsequently used to determine scoring for that item, as all other means and
medians were also found to be in agreement for every other story. For Letter-Word Identification,
no agreement between the mean, median, or mode was observed. In this case, the median was
selected as the bookmark cut score, as all other cut score decision points utilized the median as one
of the agreeing measures of central tendency; this is aligned with previous standards described as
customarily typical for the Bookmark method (Zieky & Pierre, 2006).
Phase II: Data analysis. After obtaining the final bookmark placement item for classifying
proficiency for each WJ IV ACH test, the second phase of the study commenced. The second phase
employed ROC analyses (following recommendations made by Youngstrom, 2013) to determine
what cut scores for cognitive predictors accurately classify individuals from the WJ IV norming
sample who are proficient or not proficient in each academic area. ROC curve analyses are
employed as diagnostic accuracy tools to demonstrate a test’s ability to classify subjects into
relevant diagnostic categories (Zweig & Campbell, 1993). This analysis was conducted first for
each of the 10 WJ IV ACH tests separately, and then based on the averaged bookmarked items for
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each test contributing to a cluster, for each of the five clusters related to the SLD eligibility areas of
reading and mathematics.
Raw scores designating the bookmark standard cut score obtained for each WJ IV ACH
during Phase I were converted to W scores using proprietary information from the WJ IV scoring
platform. For each separate test analysis, WJ IV norm sample examinees whose WJ IV ACH test
score met or exceeded the W score representing the minimum bookmark standard established in
Phase I were considered proficient for that test. For demonstrating proficiency in the five SLD
clusters, examinee W scores for each test that contributes to the cluster were averaged together to
provide an overall cluster W score that needed to meet or exceed the minimum bookmark standard
for that cluster that was obtained as an average of the bookmark W scores from each contributing
test. Classification of “proficient” was used as the criterion reference group, and classification of
“not proficient” was used as the comparison group for the subsequent ROC analyses. Archival W
scores from each relevant CHC factor test of the WJ IV COG, as determined by prior factor analysis
literature (i.e., Cormier et al., 2016 for the reading-related tests and McGrew & Wendling, 2010 for
the mathematics-related tests), were then employed as the predictor variables in separate ROC
analyses.
Results
Phase I: Bookmarking
Results of the bookmarking procedure showed expert panelists incorporated feedback from
previous rounds, as demonstrated by (a) convergence in the range of bookmark items selected
across participant, (b) decrease in standard deviation values by round, and (c) higher number of
panelists reporting the same bookmark item or bookmark scoring on each of the tests presented to
panelists. Resulting overall raw cut scores were then converted to W scores using the WJ IV scoring
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platform algorithms. According to the item-response theory Rasch modeling underlying W scores,
each W score is typically assumed to match an item’s difficulty with an examinee’s ability to the
point where the examinee has a 50% likelihood of correct response on that item. As panelists were
instructed to choose their cut scores based on a 75% likelihood of correct response for someone
who is minimally proficient at that skill, an easier conceptual task than attempting to determine the
50% likelihood of correct response, an additional 10 W score points were added to the W score
value obtained after the conversion of the bookmarking phase raw cut score to a W score. The 10
point W score difference corresponds to this 25% increase in likelihood of correct response
(McGrew et al., 2014).
Reading Panel. The Reading Panel reviewed the six WJ IV ACH tests related to the reading
SLD eligibility areas: Letter-Word Identification, Passage Comprehension, Word Attack, Oral
Reading, Sentence Reading Fluency, and Reading Recall.
Letter-Word Identification. For Letter-Word Identification, the final range of items selected
as the bookmark was Item 32 to Item 52, with a frequency count of three panelists (out of 10)
selecting Item 51 as their bookmark placement. The resulting overall bookmark cut score was set at
Item 48, according to the median score reported by panelists (Mdn = 45.4). The corresponding W
score for a raw score of 48, adjusted for the 10 point W score difference, is 483.
Passage Comprehension. For Passage Comprehension, the final range of items selected as
the bookmark was Item 16 to Item 39, with a frequency count of five panelists selecting Item 27 as
their bookmark placement. The resulting overall bookmark cut score was set at Item 27, as that was
in agreement between the median and the mode reported across panelists (Mdn = 29.4). The
corresponding W score for a raw score of 27, adjusted for the 10 point W score difference, is 485.
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Word Attack. For Word Attack, the final range of items selected as the bookmark was Item
17 to Item 28, with a frequency count of six panelists (out of 10) selecting Item 18 as their
bookmark placement. The resulting overall bookmark cut score set at Item 18, as that was in
agreement between the median and the mode reported across panelists (Mdn = 19.6). The
corresponding W score for a raw score of 18, adjusted for the 10 point W score difference, is 495.
Oral Reading. For Oral Reading, the final results indicated that a raw score of 31 across
item blocks A through D was the overall bookmark cut score that met the minimal proficiency
standard established by panelists. Scores determined for each item block were as follows: item
block A = 10, item block B = 10, item block C = 8, and item block D = 3—at which point the
discontinue criterion was met. The mean, median, and mode of panelist responses were all found to
be equivalent for each item across all 28 items of this test. The corresponding W score for a raw
score of 31 on blocks A through D, adjusted for the 10 point W score difference, is 495.
Sentence Reading Fluency. For Sentence Reading Fluency, the final range of sentences
expected to be answered correctly (within a 3-minute time limit) was 28 to 43 sentences, with a
mean of 39.10 sentences answered correctly and a corresponding standard deviation value of 3.81
across all panelist responses. The final range of sentences expected to be answered incorrectly
(within a 3-minute time limit) was 2 to 8 sentences, with a mean value of 3.90 and a corresponding
standard deviation value of 1.97 across all panelist responses. The resulting bookmark cut score for
Test 9: Sentence Reading Fluency was set at 40 sentences read correctly because that was found to
be the median and the mode of responses with 8 out 10 panelists selecting this response. The
bookmark cut score for number of sentences read incorrectly, as that value was selected by 5 out of
10 of the panelists and represented the median and mode of responses. The corresponding W score
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for 40 correct and 3 incorrect responses in 180 seconds, adjusted for the 10 point W score
difference, is 479.
Reading Recall. For Reading Recall, the final results indicated that a raw score of 41 across
item blocks A through D, with item block E not being administered due to discontinue rules, as the
bookmark cut score. Scores determined for each item block were as follows: item block A = 10,
item block B = 10, item block C = 11, and item block D = 10—at which point the discontinue
criterion was met. The mean, median, and mode were found to be equivalent across all 10 stories of
Reading Recall, with the exception being Story 6 where the mean and median were equivalent (5
target elements recalled correctly), but the mode was found to be one point higher (6 target elements
recalled correctly). The corresponding W score for a raw score of 41 across item blocks A through
D, adjusted for the 10 point W score difference, is 503.
Evaluation of reading panel results. In order to evaluate the results of the benchmarking
procedure, patterns of test data were analyzed. Preliminary analysis revealed that all of the WJ IV
ACH reading-related tests had valid scores from the vast majority of the developmental norming
sample (see Table 5). Letter-Word Identification, Passage Comprehension, and Word Attack each
had valid scores from at least 98% of the sample. Oral Reading had just over 91% valid scores, and
Reading Recall had just over 88% valid scores. Sentence Reading Fluency had just under 85% valid
scores from the sample.
When participants were classified as either proficient or not proficient, based on the reading
panel’s identified cut score for each WJ IV ACH test, older students were found to generally be
more proficient than younger students (see Table 6). In particular, Letter-Word Identification had
61% of examinees classified as proficient, Passage Comprehension had 63% of examinees
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Table 5
Number of Valid Cases for Each WJ IV ACH Test
Number of Cases
Valid
Test
N
Letter-Word Identification
4,689
Passage Comprehension
4,685
Word Attack
4,625
Oral Reading
4,299
Sentence Reading Fluency
3,983
Reading Recall
4,169
Applied Problems
4,672
Calculation
4,170
Math Facts Fluency
4,094
Number Matrices
4,358
Note: Total N for each test = 4,721.

Missing
%
99.3
99.2
98.0
91.1
84.4
88.3
99.0
88.3
86.7
92.3
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N
32
36
96
422
738
552
49
551
627
363

%
0.7
0.8
2.0
8.9
15.6
11.7
1.0
11.7
13.3
7.7

Table 6
Examinee Proficiency Classification for Reading-Related WJ IV ACH tests by Age (in years)
Examinee Age (in years)
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 10 11 12 13
Not Proficient

Letter-Word
Identification

18

Total

204

302

260

188

114

69

33

18

23

16

9

6

3

12

1,850

Proficient

0

0

0

1

5

43

143

189

245

294

296

282

283

267

278

249

264

2,839

% Proficient

0

0

0

<1

2

14

43

62

78

90

94

92

95

97

98

99

96

61

170

202

223

204

293

230

152

95

50

24

14

18

10

11

7

5

8

1,716

0

0

0

1

14

73

177

209

260

303

300

287

289

266

276

247

267

2,969

0

0

0

<1

5

24

54

69

84

93

96

94

97

96

98

98

97

63

143

197

222

204

294

258

213

157

130

99

81

69

45

36

35

25

44

2,252

Proficient

0

0

0

1

12

48

118

139

179

224

233

234

248

237

248

226

226

2,373

% Proficient

0

0

0

<1

4

16

36

47

58

69

74

77

85

87

88

90

84

51

Not Proficient

15

64

150

189

301

272

236

163

123

86

63

50

27

24

15

11

26

1,815

Proficient

2

1

2

2

2

33

92

141

189

237

252

251

269

252

269

242

248

2,484

% Proficient

12

2

1

1

<1

11

28

46

61

73

80

83

91

91

95

96

91

58

Not Proficient

--

4

34

100

251

262

209

133

81

46

30

26

18

12

7

3

9

1,225

Proficient

--

0

0

2

8

37

124

168

231

282

287

280

281

264

276

251

267

2,758

% Proficient

--

0

0

2

3

12

37

56

74

86

91

92

94

96

98

99

97

69

Not Proficient

24

77

107

173

296

289

291

232

207

177

168

140

118

123

103

88

105

2,718

Proficient

0

0

0

0

2

18

41

65

99

143

136

155

167

143

167

158

157

1,451

% Proficient

0

0

0

0

1

6

12

22

32

45

45

53

59

54

62

64

60

35

Not Proficient

Reading
Recall

17

223

% Proficient

Sentence
Reading
Fluency

16

203

Not Proficient

Oral
Reading

15

167

Passage
Proficient
Comprehension

Word
Attack

14

Note. Proficiency classification based on expert panelist bookmark cut scores from Phase I.
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classified as proficient, and Sentence Reading Fluency had 69% of examinees classified as
proficient. Word Attack and Oral Reading were found to have a more balanced percentage of
examinees being classified as proficient—51% and 58%, respectively. Reading Recall was found to
have a relatively low percentage (around 35%) of the developmental-age norming sample being
classified as proficient.
Mathematics Panel. The Mathematics Panel reviewed the four WJ IV ACH tests related to
the mathematics-related SLD eligibility areas: Applied Problems, Calculation, Math Facts Fluency,
and Number Matrices.
Applied Problems. For Applied Problems, the final range of items selected as the bookmark
was Item 37 to Item 41, with a frequency count of five panelists (out of 6) selecting Item 37 as their
bookmark placement. The resulting overall bookmark cut score was placed at Item 37, as that was
in agreement between the median and mode reported across panelists. The corresponding W score
for a raw score of 37, adjusted for the 10 point W score difference, is 521.
Calculation. For Calculation, the final range of items selected as the bookmark was Item 26
to Item 38, with a frequency count of 2 panelists (out of 6) selecting Item 31 as their bookmark
placement. The resulting overall bookmark cut score was placed at Item 33, as that was found to be
in agreement between the mean and median item number reported across panelists. The
corresponding W score for a raw score of 33, adjusted for the 10 point W score difference, is 516.
Math Facts Fluency. For Math Facts Fluency, the final range of number of problems
expected to be answered correctly (within a 3-minute time limit) was 75 to 90 problems answered
correctly, with a mean of 85 problems answered correctly and a corresponding standard deviation
value of 7.07 across all panelist responses. The resulting overall bookmark cut score was placed at
90 items answered correctly within the 3-minute time limit, as that was the median and mode value
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reported across panelists. The corresponding W score for 90 correct responses in 180 seconds,
adjusted for the 10 point W score difference, is 537.
Number Matrices. For Number Matrices, the final range of items selected as the bookmark
was Item 19 to Item 21, with a frequency count of five panelists (out of 6) selecting Item 19 as their
bookmark placement. The resulting overall bookmark cut score was placed at Item 19, as that was
found to be in agreement between the median and mode reported across panelists. The
corresponding W score for a raw score of 19, adjusted for the 10 point W score difference, is 523.
Evaluation of mathematics panel results. In order to evaluate the results of the
benchmarking procedure, patterns of test data were analyzed. Preliminary analysis of the
mathematics-related tests revealed that all of the WJ IV ACH mathematics-related tests had valid
scores from the developmental-age norming sample (see Table 5). Applied Problems had valid
scores for 99% of the sample, Number Matrices had valid scores for just over 92% of the sample,
and Calculation had valid scores for just over 88% of the sample. Mathematics Facts Fluency test
had just under 87% valid scores from the sample.
When participants were classified as either proficient or not proficient, based on the
mathematics panel’s identified cut score for relevant WJ IV ACH test, again older students were
found to generally be more proficient than younger students (see Table 7); however, the overall
percentages of the developmental-age norming sample being classified as proficient for the
mathematics-related ACH tests were much lower than what was found for the reading-related ACH
tests. In particular, Calculation had 36% of examinees classified as proficient, Applied Problems
had 21% of examinees classified as proficient, Math Facts Fluency had 24% of examinees classified
as proficient, and Number Matrices had 18% of examinees classified as proficient.
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Table 7
Examinee Proficiency Classification for Mathematics-Related WJ IV ACH tests by Age (in years)
Examinee Age (in years)
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 10 11 12 13
Not Proficient

Applied
Problems

Calculation

Math Facts
Fluency

Number
Matrices

14

15

16

17

18

Total

160

203

223

205

307

309

329

296

273

264

232

209

151

145

127

114

124

3,671

Proficient

0

0

0

0

1

1

7

10

37

63

79

95

146

128

152

135

147

1,001

% Proficient

0

0

0

0

<1

<1

2

3

12

19

25

31

49

47

54

54

54

21

Not Proficient

6

32

109

188

307

319

319

286

256

195

161

116

83

73

74

59

77

2,648

Proficient

0

0

0

0

3

16

16

19

54

119

143

179

210

197

199

189

194

1,522

% Proficient

0

0

0

0

1

5

5

6

17

38

47

61

72

73

73

76

72

36

Not Proficient

1

12

61

150

293

307

326

289

286

266

233

196

169

150

130

103

140

3,112

Proficient

0

0

0

0

0

1

8

16

26

60

79

106

130

124

150

148

134

982

% Proficient

0

0

0

0

0

<1

2

5

8

18

25

35

43

45

54

59

49

24

Not Proficient

40

109

188

196

307

308

332

297

283

271

239

216

187

170

149

134

167

3,593

Proficient

0

0

0

0

0

2

4

9

27

51

70

83

103

92

122

107

95

764

% Proficient

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

3

9

16

23

28

36

35

45

44

36

18

Note. Proficiency classification based on expert panelist bookmark cut scores from Phase I.
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Phase II: ROC Analyses
Each of the ROC analyses utilized the W scores from one of the WJ IV COG tests as the
predictor variable for classification of proficiency for relevant WJ IV ACH tests. The ROC curve
analyses produced an area under the curve (AUC) value that describes how well the WJ IV COG
test serves as a predictor of achievement proficiency with accompanying statistics for the standard
error, significance, and confidence interval that the true predictor is found under the AUC.
Established benchmarks for gauging the performance of AUC values are provided by Swets,
Dawes, and Monahan (2000) and Youngstrom (2013), where “excellent” values are ≥ .90, “good”
values are ≥ .80, “fair” values are ≥ .70, and “poor” values are < .70. After establishing whether the
relevant WJ IV COG test was a good predictor of achievement proficiency, Youden’s J statistic (J =
sensitivity + specificity - 1) was then calculated to determine the WJ IV COG test W score that
maximizes diagnostic sensitivity and specificity (Youden, 1950). A score greater than or equal to
this resulting W score would indicate proficient performance classification is most likely and a score
below would indicate a likelihood of being classified as not proficient.
Reading-Related SLD Areas. Based upon previous CHC factor theory research, the most
relevant WJ IV COG tests, as indicated by Cormier et al. (2016), were utilized as the predictor
variables for a series of ROC curve analyses for the WJ IV ACH tests composing the readingrelated SLD areas of Basic Reading Skills, Reading Comprehension, and Reading Fluency Skills.
Basic Reading Skills. The WJ IV ACH tests of Letter-Word Identification and Word Attack,
as well as the Basic Reading Skills cluster, were analyzed using the Comprehension-Knowledge
(Gc), Fluid Reasoning (Gf), Short-Term Working Memory (Gwm), and Auditory Processing (Ga)
CHC factor-related WJ IV COG tests: Oral Vocabulary and General Information for Gc; Number
Series, Concept Formation, and Analysis-Synthesis for Gf; Verbal Attention, Numbers Reversed,
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and Object-Number Sequencing for Gwm; and Phonological Processing and Nonword Repetition for

Ga. Results indicate that each of the CHC relevant WJ IV COG tests were generally good to
excellent predictors for classifying proficient performance on the Basic Reading Skills cluster and
the WJ IV ACH tests that compose it (see Tables 8-10 for summary of ROC curve analyses results).
Basic Reading Skills Cluster by Gc tests. Both Gc tests were found to be excellent predictors
of proficiency for the Basic Reading Skills cluster. When Oral Vocabulary was used as the predictor
variable for classification of proficiency for the Basic Reading Skills cluster, area under the curve
(AUC) = 0.954 (p < .001; Standard Error [SE] = .003; 95% Confidence Interval [CI] = .948 to .960).
The resulting Oral Vocabulary W score chosen as the best predictor for classifying proficient
performance for the Basic Reading Skills cluster is 494 (J = .774; sensitivity = .914; specificity =
.860). When General Information was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency
for the Basic Reading Skills cluster, AUC = .920 (p < .001; SE = .004; and 95% CI = .912 to .927).
The resulting General Information W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of
proficient performance on the Basic Reading Skills cluster is 496 (J = .677; sensitivity = .827;
specificity = .850).
Basic Reading Skills cluster by Gf tests. Number Series and Concept formation were found
to be excellent predictors of proficiency, while Analysis-Synthesis was found to be a good predictor
of proficiency for the Basic Reading Skills cluster. When Number Series was used as the predictor
variable for classification of proficiency for the Basic Reading Skills cluster, AUC = .962 (p < .001;
SE = .003; and 95% CI = .957 to .967). The resulting Number Series W score chosen as the best
predictor for classification of proficient performance for the Basic Reading Skills cluster is 488 (J =
.788; sensitivity = .894; specificity = .894). When Concept Formation was used as the predictor
variable for classification of proficiency for the Basic Reading Skills cluster, AUC = .904 (p < .001;
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SE = .005; and 95% CI = .895 to .913). The resulting Concept Formation W score chosen as the best
predictor for classification of proficient performance for the Basic Reading Skills cluster is 487 (J =
.655; sensitivity = .887; specificity = .768). When Analysis-Synthesis was used as the predictor
variable for classification of proficiency for the Basic Reading Skills cluster, AUC = .867 (p < .001;
SE = .006; and 95% CI = .856 to .879). The resulting Analysis-Synthesis W score chosen as the best
predictor for classification of proficient performance for the Basic Reading Skills cluster is 491 (J =
.561; sensitivity = .813; specificity = .747).
Basic Reading Skills cluster by the Gwm tests. Verbal Attention and Numbers Reversed
were found to be excellent predictors of proficiency, while Object-Number Sequencing was found
to be a good predictor of proficiency for the Basic Reading Skills cluster. When Verbal Attention
was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for the Basic Reading Skills
cluster, AUC = .925 (p < .001; SE = .004; and 95% CI = .918 to .933). The resulting Verbal
Attention W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance for the
Basic Reading Skills cluster is 494 (J = .694; sensitivity = .847; specificity = .847). When Numbers
Reversed was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for the Basic Reading
Skills cluster, AUC = .906 (p < .001; SE = .005; and 95% CI = .897 to .915). The resulting Numbers
Reversed W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance for the
Basic Reading Skills cluster is 489 (J = .663; sensitivity = .866; specificity = .797). When ObjectNumber Sequencing was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for the Basic
Reading Skills cluster, AUC = .894 (p < .001; SE = .005; and 95% CI = .885 to .904). The resulting
Object-Number Sequencing W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient
performance for the Basic Reading Skills cluster is 488 (J = .622; sensitivity = .854; specificity =
.768).
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Table 8
ROC Curve Results using CHC Cognitive Predictors for Classification of Proficiency for the Basic Reading Skills Cluster
CHC
AUC Value
Standard
Diagnostic
W Cut Youden’s
COG Test
Sensitivity Specificity
Factor
(95% CI)
Error
Accuracy
Score
J
Oral
.954 (.948-.960)
.003
Excellent
494
.774
.914
.860
Vocabulary
Gc
General
.920 (.912-.927)
.004
Excellent
496
.677
.827
.850
Information
Number
.962 (.957-.967)
.003
Excellent
488
.788
.894
.894
Series
Concept
Gf
.904 (.895-.913)
.005
Excellent
487
.655
.887
.768
Formation
Analysis.867 (.856-.879)
.006
Good
491
.561
.813
.747
Synthesis
Verbal
.925 (.918-.933)
.004
Excellent
494
.694
.847
.847
Attention
Numbers
Gwm
.906 (.897-.915)
.005
Excellent
489
.663
.866
.797
Reversed
Object-Number
.894 (.885-.904)
.005
Good
488
.622
.854
.768
Sequencing
Phonological
.928 (.920-.935)
.004
Excellent
493
.692
.897
.795
Processing
Ga
Nonword
.889 (.880-.899)
.005
Good
493
.610
.835
.775
Repetition
Note: AUC = Area under the curve; CI = Confidence Interval; all p values for ROC curve analyses were found to be significant at the
< .001 level.
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Table 9
ROC Curve Results using CHC Cognitive Predictors for Classification of Proficiency for Letter-Word Identification
CHC
AUC Value
Standard
Diagnostic
W Cut Youden’s
COG Test
Sensitivity Specificity
Factor
(95% CI)
Error
Accuracy
Score
J
Oral
.965 (.960-.970)
.003
Excellent
494
.805
.908
.897
Vocabulary
Gc
General
.934 (.927-.941)
.004
Excellent
494
.707
.843
.864
Information
Number
.968 (.964-.972)
.002
Excellent
484
.806
.917
.889
Series
Concept
Gf
.914 (.906-.923)
.004
Excellent
487
.682
.880
.802
Formation
Analysis.876 (.865-.887)
.006
Good
461
.576
.804
.772
Synthesis
Verbal
.933 (.925-.940)
.004
Excellent
492
.708
.876
.832
Attention
Numbers
Gwm
.914 (.905-.922)
.004
Excellent
490
.677
.851
.826
Reversed
Object-Number
.904 (.895-.913
.005
Excellent
487
.645
.856
.789
Sequencing
Phonological
.934 (.927-.941)
.004
Excellent
494
.709
.871
.838
Processing
Ga
Nonword
.891 (.882-.900)
.005
Good
493
.609
.820
.789
Repetition
Note: AUC = Area under the curve; CI = Confidence Interval; all p values for ROC curve analyses were found to be significant at the
< .001 level.
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Table 10
ROC Curve Results using CHC Cognitive Predictors for Classification of Proficiency for Word Attack
CHC
AUC Value
Standard
Diagnostic
W Cut Youden’s
COG Test
Sensitivity Specificity
Factor
(95% CI)
Error
Accuracy
Score
J
Oral
.900 (.892-.909)
.005
Excellent
496
.648
.888
.760
Vocabulary
Gc
General
.858 (.847-.869)
.005
Good
496
.560
.820
.740
Information
Number
.922 (.914-.929)
.004
Excellent
490
.688
.848
.869
Series
Concept
Gf
.859 (.848-.869)
.005
Good
488
.572
.885
.687
Formation
Analysis.822 (.810-.835)
.006
Good
492
.489
.821
.668
\Synthesis
Verbal
.885 (.875-.895)
.005
Good
494
.616
.863
.754
Attention
Numbers
Gwm
.862 (.851-.873)
.005
Good
493
.567
.846
.720
Reversed
Object-Number
.848 (.837-.860)
.006
Good
494
.544
.781
.763
Sequencing
Phonological
.893 (.884-.902)
.005
Good
498
.629
.828
.801
Processing
Ga
Nonword
.862 (.852-.873)
.005
Good
495
.562
.834
.720
Repetition
Note: AUC = Area under the curve; CI = Confidence Interval; all p values for ROC curve analyses were found to be significant at the
< .001 level.
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Basic Reading Skills cluster by Ga tests. Phonological processing was found to be an
excellent predictor of proficiency, while Nonword Repetition was found to be a good predictor of
proficiency for the Basic Reading Skills cluster. When Phonological Processing was used as the
predictor variable for classification of proficiency for the Basic Reading Skills cluster, AUC = .928
(p < .001; SE = .004; 95% CI = .920 to .935). The resulting Phonological Processing W score
chosen as the best predictor for classifying proficient performance for the Basic Reading Skills
cluster is 493 (J = .692; sensitivity = .897; specificity = .795). When Nonword Repetition was used
as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for the Basic Reading Skills cluster, AUC
= .889 (p < .001; SE = .005; and 95% CI = .880 to .899). The resulting Nonword Repetition W score
chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance for the Basic Reading Skills
cluster is 493 (J = .610; sensitivity = .835; specificity = .775).
Letter-Word Identification by Gc tests. Both Gc tests were found to be excellent predictors
of proficiency for Letter-Word Identification. When Oral Vocabulary was used as the predictor
variable for classification of proficiency for Letter-Word Identification, area under the curve AUC =
0.965 (p < .001; SE = .003; 95% CI = .960 to .970). The resulting Oral Vocabulary W score chosen
as the best predictor for classifying proficient performance on Letter-Word Identification is 494 (J =
0.805; sensitivity = .908; specificity = .897). When General Information was used as the predictor
variable for classification of proficiency for Letter-Word Identification, AUC = .934 (p < .001; SE =
.004; and 95% CI = .927 to .941). The resulting General Information W score chosen as the best
predictor for classification of proficient performance on Letter-Word Identification is 494 (J = .707;
sensitivity = .843; specificity = .864).
Letter-Word Identification by Gf tests. Number Series and Concept Formation were found to
be excellent predictors of proficiency, while Analysis-Syntheses was found to be a good predictor
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of proficiency for Letter-Word Identification. When Number Series was used as the predictor
variable for classification of proficiency for Letter-Word Identification, AUC = .968 (p < .001; SE =
.002; and 95% CI = .964 to .972). The resulting Number Series W score chosen as the best predictor
for classification of proficient performance on Letter-Word Identification is 484 (J = .806;
sensitivity = .917; specificity = .889). When Concept Formation was used as the predictor variable
for classification of proficiency for Letter-Word Identification, AUC = .914 (p < .001; SE = .004;
and 95% CI = .906 to .923). The resulting Concept Formation W score chosen as the best predictor
for classification of proficient performance on Letter-Word Identification is 487 (J = .682;
sensitivity = .880; specificity = .802). When Analysis-Synthesis was used as the predictor variable
for classification of proficiency for Letter-Word Identification, AUC = .876 (p < .001; SE = .006;
and 95% CI = .865 to .887). The resulting Analysis-Synthesis W score chosen as the best predictor
for classification of proficient performance on Letter-Word Identification is 461 (J = 576; sensitivity
= .804; specificity = .772).
Letter-Word Identification by Gwm tests. All three of the Gwm tests were found to be
excellent predictors of proficiency for Letter-Word Identification. When Verbal Attention was used
as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for Letter-Word Identification, AUC = .933
(p < .001; SE = .004; and 95% CI = .925 to .940). The resulting Verbal Attention W score chosen as
the best predictor for classification of proficient performance on Letter-Word Identification is 492 (J
= .708; sensitivity = .876; specificity = .832). When Numbers Reversed was used as the predictor
variable for classification of proficiency for Letter-Word Identification, AUC = .914 (p < .001; SE =
.004; and 95% CI = .905 to .922). The resulting Numbers Reversed W score chosen as the best
predictor for classification of proficient performance on Letter-Word Identification is 490 (J = .677;
sensitivity = .851; specificity = .826). When Object-Number Sequencing was used as the predictor
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variable for classification of proficiency for Letter-Word Identification, AUC = .904 (p < .001; SE =
.005; and 95% CI = .895 to .913). The resulting Object-Number Sequencing W score chosen as the
best predictor for classification of proficient performance on Letter-Word Identification is 487 (J =
.645; sensitivity = .856; specificity = .789).
Letter-Word Identification by Ga tests. Phonological Processing was found to be an
excellent predictor of proficiency, while Nonword Repetition was found to be a good predictor of
proficiency for Letter-Word Identification. When Phonological Processing was used as the predictor
variable for classification of proficiency for Letter-Word Identification, AUC = .934 (p < .001; SE =
.004; 95% CI = .927 to .941). The resulting Phonological Processing W score chosen as the best
predictor for classifying proficient performance on Letter-Word Identification is 494 (J = .709;
sensitivity = .871; specificity = .838). When Nonword Repetition was used as the predictor variable
for classification of proficiency for Letter-Word Identification, AUC = .891 (p < .001; SE = .005;
and 95% CI = .882 to .900). The resulting Nonword Repetition W score chosen as the best predictor
for classification of proficient performance on Letter-Word Identification is 493 (J = .609;
sensitivity = .820; specificity = .789).
Word Attack by Gc tests. Oral Vocabulary was found to be an excellent predictor of
proficiency, while General Information was found to be a good predictor of proficiency for Word
Attack. When Oral Vocabulary was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency
for Word Attack, AUC = .900 (p < .001; SE = .005; 95% CI = .892 to .909). The resulting Oral
Vocabulary W score chosen as the best predictor for classifying proficient performance on Word
Attack is 496 (J = .648; sensitivity = .888; specificity = .760). When General Information was used
as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for Word Attack, AUC = .858 (p < .001;
SE = .005; and 95% CI = .847 to .869). The resulting General Information W score chosen as the
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best predictor for classification of proficient performance on Word Attack is 496 (J = .560;
sensitivity = .820; specificity = .740).
Word Attack by Gf tests. Number Series was found to be an excellent predictor of
proficiency, while Concept Formation and Analysis-Synthesis were found to be good predictors of
proficiency for Word Attack. When Number Series was used as the predictor variable for
classification of proficiency for Word Attack, AUC = .922 (p < .001; SE = .004; and 95% CI = .914
to .929). The resulting Number Series W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of
proficient performance on Word Attack is 490 (J = .688; sensitivity = .881; specificity = .806).
When Concept Formation was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for
Word Attack, AUC = .859 (p < .001; SE = .005; and 95% CI = .848 to .869). The resulting Concept
Formation W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance on Word
Attack is 488 (J = .572; sensitivity = .885; specificity = .687). When Analysis-Synthesis was used as
the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for Word Attack, AUC = .822 (p < .001; SE =
.006; and 95% CI = .810 to .835). The resulting Analysis-Synthesis W score chosen as the best
predictor for classification of proficient performance on Word Attack is 492 (J = .489; sensitivity =
.821; specificity = .668).
Word Attack by Gwm tests. All three of the Gwm tests were found to be good predictors of
proficiency for Word Attack. When Verbal Attention was used as the predictor variable for
classification of proficiency for Word Attack, AUC = .885 (p < .001; SE = .005; and 95% CI = .875
to .895). The resulting Verbal Attention W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of
proficient performance on Word Attack is 494 (J = .616; sensitivity = .863; specificity = .754).
When Numbers Reversed was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for
Word Attack, AUC = .862 (p < .001; SE = .005; and 95% CI = .851 to .873). The resulting Numbers
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Reversed W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance on Word
Attack is 493 (J = .567; sensitivity = .846; specificity = .720). When Object-Number Sequencing
was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for Word Attack, AUC = .848 (p
< .001; SE = .006; and 95% CI = .837 to .860). The resulting Object-Number Sequencing W score
chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance on Word Attack is 494 (J =
.544; sensitivity = .781; specificity = .763).
Word Attack by Ga tests. Both Ga tests were found to be good predictors of proficiency for
Word Attack. When Phonological Processing was used as the predictor variable for classification of
proficiency for Word Attack, AUC = .893 (p < .001; SE = .005; 95% CI = .884 to .902). The
resulting Phonological Processing W score chosen as the best predictor for classifying proficient
performance on Word Attack is 498 (J = .629; sensitivity = .828; specificity = .801). When
Nonword Repetition was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for Word
Attack, AUC = .862 (p < .001; SE = .005; and 95% CI = .852 to .873). The resulting Nonword
Repetition W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance on Word
Attack is 495 (J = .562; sensitivity = .834; specificity = .728).
Reading Comprehension. The WJ IV ACH tests of Passage Comprehension and Reading
Recall, as well as the Reading Comprehension cluster, were analyzed using Gc and Gf CHC factorrelated WJ IV COG tests: Oral Vocabulary and General Information for Gc; and Number Series,
Concept Formation, and Analysis-Synthesis for Gf. Results indicate that each of the CHC relevant
WJ IV COG tests were generally good to excellent predictors for classifying proficient performance
on the Reading Comprehension cluster and WJ IV ACH tests that compose it (see Tables 11-13 for
summary of ROC curve analyses results). Of note, General Information and Analysis-Synthesis
were found to only be fair predictors of proficiency for Reading Recall.
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Table 11
ROC Curve Results using CHC Cognitive Predictors for Classification of Proficiency for the Reading Comprehension Cluster
CHC
AUC Value
Standard
Diagnostic
W Cut Youden’s
COG Test
Sensitivity Specificity
Factor
(95% CI)
Error
Accuracy
Score
J
Oral
.943 (.937-.950)
.003
Excellent
494
.733
.921
.812
Vocabulary
Gc
General
.895 (.885-.905)
.005
Good
496
.625
.831
.794
Information
Number
.952 (.946-.958)
.003
Excellent
488
.767
.916
.851
Series
Concept
Gf
.890 (.880-.900)
.005
Good
492
.613
.849
.764
Formation
Analysis.857 (.846-.869)
.006
Good
497
.550
.748
.802
Synthesis
Note: AUC = Area under the curve; CI = Confidence Interval; all p values for ROC curve analyses were found to be significant at the
< .001 level.
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Table 12
ROC Curve Results using CHC Cognitive Predictors for Classification of Proficiency for Passage Comprehension
CHC
AUC Value
Standard
Diagnostic
W Cut Youden’s
COG Test
Sensitivity Specificity
Factor
(95% CI)
Error
Accuracy
Score
J
Oral
.964 (.959-.969)
.003
Excellent
491
.801
.926
.875
Vocabulary
Gc
General
.936 (.930-.943)
.004
Excellent
489
.717
.888
.829
Information
Number
.970 (.965-.974)
.002
Excellent
480
.813
.930
.883
Series
Concept
Gf
.924 (.916-.932)
.004
Excellent
487
.700
.869
.831
Formation
Analysis.885 (.874-.895)
.005
Good
490
.592
.821
.770
Synthesis
Note: AUC = Area under the curve; CI = Confidence Interval; all p values for ROC curve analyses were found to be significant at the
< .001 level.
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Table 13
ROC Curve Results using CHC Cognitive Predictors for Classification of Proficiency for Reading Recall
CHC
AUC Value
Standard
Diagnostic
W Cut Youden’s
COG Test
Sensitivity Specificity
Factor
(95% CI)
Error
Accuracy
Score
J
Oral
.815 (.802-.827)
.006
Good
502
.486
.828
.658
Vocabulary
Gc
General
.761 (.747-.776)
.007
Fair
498
.408
.825
.583
Information
Number
.861 (.850-.872)
.006
Good
497
.560
.872
.688
Series
Concept
Gf
.821 (.808-.833)
.006
Good
499
.487
.808
.679
Formation
Analysis.771 (.756-.785)
.007
Fair
500
.414
.749
.665
Synthesis
Note: AUC = Area under the curve; CI = Confidence Interval; all p values for ROC curve analyses were found to be significant at the
< .001 level.
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Reading Comprehension cluster by Gc tests. Oral Vocabulary was found to be an excellent
predictor of proficiency, while General Information was found to be a good predictor of proficiency
for the Reading Comprehension cluster. When Oral Vocabulary was used as the predictor variable
for classification of proficiency for the Reading Comprehension cluster, AUC = .943 (p < .001; SE
= .003; 95% CI = .937 to .950). The resulting Oral Vocabulary W score chosen as the best predictor
for classifying proficient performance for the Reading Comprehension cluster is 494 (J = .733;
sensitivity = .921; specificity = .812). When General Information was used as the predictor variable
for classification of proficiency for the Reading Comprehension cluster, AUC = .895 (p < .001; SE
= .005; and 95% CI = .885 to .905). The resulting General Information W score chosen as the best
predictor for classification of proficient performance for the Reading Comprehension cluster is 496
(J = .625; sensitivity = .831; specificity = .794).
Reading Comprehension cluster by Gf tests. Number Series was found to be an excellent
predictor of proficiency, while Concept Formation and Analysis-Synthesis were found to be good
predictors of proficiency for the Reading Comprehension cluster. When Number Series was used as
the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for the Reading Comprehension cluster, AUC
= .952 (p < .001; SE = .003; and 95% CI = .946 to .958). The resulting Number Series W score
chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance for the Reading
Comprehension cluster is 488 (J = .767; sensitivity = .916; specificity = .851). When Concept
Formation was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for the Reading
Comprehension cluster, AUC = .890 (p < .001; SE = .005; and 95% CI = .880 to .900). The
resulting Concept Formation W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient
performance for the Reading Comprehension cluster is 492 (J = .613; sensitivity = .849; specificity
= .764). When Analysis-Synthesis was used as the predictor variable for classification of
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proficiency for the Reading Comprehension cluster, AUC = .857 (p < .001; SE = .006; and 95% CI
= .846 to .869). The resulting Analysis-Synthesis W score chosen as the best predictor for
classification of proficient performance for the Reading Comprehension cluster is 497 (J = .550;
sensitivity = .748; specificity = .802).
Passage Comprehension by Gc tests. Both Gc tests were found to be excellent predictors of
proficiency for Passage Comprehension. When Oral Vocabulary was used as the predictor variable
for classification of proficiency for Passage Comprehension, AUC = .964 (p < .001; SE = .003; 95%
CI = .959 to .969). The resulting Oral Vocabulary W score chosen as the best predictor for
classifying proficient performance on Passage Comprehension is 491 (J = .801; sensitivity = .926;
specificity = .875). When General Information was used as the predictor variable for classification
of proficiency for Passage Comprehension, AUC = .936 (p < .001; SE = .004; and 95% CI = .930 to
.943). The resulting General Information W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of
proficient performance on Passage Comprehension is 489 (J = .717; sensitivity = .888; specificity =
.829).
Passage Comprehension by Gf tests. Number Series and Concept Formation were found to
be excellent predictors of proficiency, while Analysis-Synthesis was found to be a good predictor of
proficiency for Passage Comprehension. When Number Series was used as the predictor variable
for classification of proficiency for Passage Comprehension, AUC = .970 (p < .001; SE = .002; and
95% CI = .965 to .974). The resulting Number Series W score chosen as the best predictor for
classification of proficient performance on Passage Comprehension is 480 (J = .813; sensitivity =
.930; specificity = .883). When Concept Formation was used as the predictor variable for
classification of proficiency for Passage Comprehension, AUC = .924 (p < .001; SE = .004; and
95% CI = .916 to .932). The resulting Concept Formation W score chosen as the best predictor for
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classification of proficient performance on Passage Comprehension is 487 (J = .700; sensitivity =
.869; specificity = .831). When Analysis-Synthesis was used as the predictor variable for
classification of proficiency for Passage Comprehension, AUC = .885 (p < .001; SE = .005; and
95% CI = .874 to .895). The resulting Analysis-Synthesis W score chosen as the best predictor for
classification of proficient performance on Passage Comprehension is 490 (J = .592; sensitivity =
.821; specificity = .770).
Reading Recall by Gc tests. Oral Vocabulary was found to be a good predictor of
proficiency, while General Information was found to be only a fair predictor of proficiency for
Reading recall. When Oral Vocabulary was used as the predictor variable for classification of
proficiency for Reading Recall, AUC = .815 (p < .001; SE = .006; 95% CI = .802 to .827). The
resulting Oral Vocabulary W score chosen as the best predictor for classifying proficient
performance on Reading Recall is 502 (J = .486; sensitivity = .828; specificity = .658). When
General Information was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for Reading
Recall, AUC = .761 (p < .001; SE = .007; and 95% CI = .747 to .776). The resulting General
Information W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance on
Reading Recall is 498 (J = .408; sensitivity = .825; specificity = .583).
Reading Recall by Gf tests. Number Series and Concept Formation were found to be good
predictors of proficiency, while Analysis-Synthesis was found to be only a fair predictor of
proficiency for Reading Recall. When Number Series was used as the predictor variable for
classification of proficiency for Reading Recall, AUC = .861 (p < .001; SE = .006; and 95% CI =
.850 to .872). The resulting Number Series W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of
proficient performance on Reading Recall is 497 (J = .560; sensitivity = .872; specificity = .688).
When Concept Formation was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for
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Reading Recall, AUC = .821 (p < .001; SE = .006; and 95% CI = .808 to .833). The resulting
Concept Formation W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance
on Reading Recall is 499 (J = .487; sensitivity = .808; specificity = .679). When Analysis-Synthesis
was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for Reading Recall, AUC = .771
(p < .001; SE = .007; and 95% CI = .756 to .785). The resulting Analysis-Synthesis W score chosen
as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance on Reading Recall is 500 (J = .414;
sensitivity = .749; specificity = .665).
Reading Fluency Skills. The WJ IV ACH tests of Oral Reading and Sentence Reading
Fluency, as well as the Reading Fluency Skills cluster, were analyzed using Gc, Gf, and the strongly
associated Gs CHC factor-related WJ IV COG tests: Oral Vocabulary and General Information for
Gc; Number Series, Concept Formation, and Analysis-Synthesis for Gf; and Letter-Pattern
Matching and Pair Cancellation for Gs. Results indicate that each of the CHC relevant WJ IV COG
tests were generally good to excellent predictors for classifying proficient performance on the
Reading Fluency Skills cluster and the tests that compose it (see Tables 14-16 for summary of ROC
curve analyses results).
Reading Fluency Skills by Gc tests. Both Gc tests were found to be excellent predictors of
proficiency for the Reading Fluency Skills cluster. When Oral Vocabulary was used as the predictor
variable for classification of proficiency for the Reading Fluency Skills cluster, AUC = .935 (p <
.001; SE = .004; 95% CI = .927 to .943). The resulting Oral Vocabulary W score chosen as the best
predictor for classifying proficient performance for the Reading Fluency Skills cluster is 496 (J =
.712; sensitivity = .885; specificity = .827). When General Information was used as the predictor
variable for classification of proficiency for the Reading Fluency Skills cluster, AUC = .900 (p <
.001; SE = .005; and 95% CI = .890 to .910). The resulting General Information W score chosen as
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Table 14
ROC Curve Results using CHC Cognitive Predictors for Classification of Proficiency for the Reading Fluency Skills Cluster
CHC
AUC Value
Standard Diagnostic
W Cut
Youden’s
COG Test
Sensitivity Specificity
Factor
(95% CI)
Error
Accuracy
Score
J
Oral
.935 (.927-.943)
.004
Excellent
496
.712
.885
.827
Vocabulary
Gc
General
.900 (.890-.910)
.005
Excellent
496
.638
.839
.799
Information
Number
.925 (.917-.934)
.004
Excellent
488
.693
.891
.802
Series
Concept
Gf
.863 (.851-.875)
.006
Good
491
.559
.856
.703
Formation
Analysis.840 (.827-.853)
.007
Good
495
.517
.764
.753
Synthesis
Letter-Pattern
.925 (.917-.934)
.004
Excellent
500
.693
.909
.784
Matching
Gs
Pair
.906 (.896-.916)
.005
Excellent
500
.653
.822
.831
Cancellation
Note: AUC = Area under the curve; CI = Confidence Interval; all p values for ROC curve analyses were found to be significant at the
< .001 level.
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Table 15
ROC Curve Results using CHC Cognitive Predictors for Classification of Proficiency for Oral Reading
CHC
AUC Value
Standard Diagnostic
W Cut
Youden’s
COG Test
Sensitivity Specificity
Factor
(95% CI)
Error
Accuracy
Score
J
Oral
.927 (.920-.935)
.004
Excellent
500
.704
.846
.858
Vocabulary
Gc
General
.905 (.896-.914)
.005
Excellent
497
.653
.853
.800
Information
Number
.908 (.899-.917)
.005
Excellent
488
.658
.894
.764
Series
Concept
Gf
.852 (.840-.863)
.006
Good
491
.540
.852
.688
Formation
Analysis.833 (.821-.845)
.006
Good
497
.503
.746
.757
Synthesis
Letter-Pattern
.895 (.886-.905)
.005
Good
515
.625
.773
.852
Matching
Gs
Pair
.869 (.858-.880)
.006
Good
496
.591
.843
.748
Cancellation
Note: AUC = Area under the curve; CI = Confidence Interval; all p values for ROC curve analyses were found to be significant at the
< .001 level.
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Table 16
ROC Curve Results using CHC Cognitive Predictors for Classification of Proficiency for Sentence Reading Fluency
CHC
AUC Value
Standard Diagnostic
W Cut
Youden’s
COG Test
Sensitivity Specificity
Factor
(95% CI)
Error
Accuracy
Score
J
Oral
.927 (.919-.936)
.004
Excellent
498
.702
.846
.856
Vocabulary
Gc
General
.892 (.881-.902)
.005
Good
497
.625
.816
.809
Information
Number
.924 (.916-.933)
.004
Excellent
486
.687
.893
.794
Series
Concept
Gf
.867 (.8550.879)
.006
Good
491
.565
.849
.716
Formation
Analysis.840 (.827-.854)
.007
Good
495
.519
.755
.764
Synthesis
Letter-Pattern
.928 (.919-.936)
.004
Excellent
500
.713
.906
.807
Matching
Gs
Pair
.913 (.903-.922)
.005
Excellent
494
.665
.853
.812
Cancellation
Note: AUC = Area under the curve; CI = Confidence Interval; all p values for ROC curve analyses were found to be significant at the
< .001 level.
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the best predictor for classification of proficient performance for the Reading Fluency Skills cluster
is 496 (J = .638; sensitivity = .839; specificity = .799).
Reading Fluency Skills cluster by Gf tests. Number Series was found to be an excellent
predictor of proficiency, while Concept Formation and Analysis-Synthesis were found to be good
predictors of proficiency for the Reading Fluency Skills cluster. When Number Series was used as
the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for Reading Fluency Skills cluster, AUC =
.925 (p < .001; SE = .004; and 95% CI = .917 to .934). The resulting Number Series W score chosen
as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance for the Reading Fluency Skills
cluster is 488 (J = .693; sensitivity = .891; specificity = .802). When Concept Formation was used
as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for the Reading Fluency Skills cluster,
AUC = .863 (p < .001; SE = .006; and 95% CI = .851 to .875). The resulting Concept Formation W
score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance for the Reading
Fluency Skills cluster is 491 (J = .559; sensitivity = .856; specificity = .703). When AnalysisSynthesis was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for the Reading
Fluency Skills cluster, AUC = .840 (p < .001; SE = .007; and 95% CI = .827 to .853). The resulting
Analysis-Synthesis W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance
for the Reading Fluency Skills cluster is 495 (J = .517; sensitivity = .764; specificity = .753).
Reading Fluency Skills cluster by Gs tests. Both Gs tests were found to be excellent
predictors of proficiency for the Reading Fluency Skills cluster. When Letter-Pattern Matching was
used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for the Reading Fluency Skills cluster,
AUC = .925 (p < .001; SE = .004; 95% CI = .917 to .934). The resulting Letter-Pattern Matching W
score chosen as the best predictor for classifying proficient performance for the Reading Fluency
Skills cluster is 500 (J = .693; sensitivity = .909; specificity = .784). When Pair Cancellation was
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used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for the Reading Fluency Skills cluster,
AUC = .906 (p < .001; SE = .005; and 95% CI = .896 to .916). The resulting Pair Cancellation W
score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance for the Reading
Fluency Skills cluster is 500 (J = .653; sensitivity = .822; specificity = .831).
Oral Reading by Gc tests. Both the Gc tests were found to be excellent predictors of
proficiency for Oral Reading. When Oral Vocabulary was used as the predictor variable for
classification of proficiency for Oral Reading, AUC = .927 (p < .001; SE = .004; 95% CI = .920 to
.935). The resulting Oral Vocabulary W score chosen as the best predictor for classifying proficient
performance on Oral Reading is 500 (J = .704; sensitivity = .846; specificity = .858). When General
Information was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for Oral Reading,
AUC = .905 (p < .001; SE = .005; and 95% CI = .896 to .914). The resulting General Information W
score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance on Oral Reading is
497 (J = .653; sensitivity = .853; specificity = .800).
Oral Reading by Gf tests. Number Series was found to be an excellent predictor of
proficiency, while Concept Formation and Analysis-Synthesis were found to be good predictors of
proficiency for Oral Reading. When Number Series was used as the predictor variable for
classification of proficiency for Oral Reading, AUC = .908 (p < .001; SE = .005; and 95% CI = .899
to .917). The resulting Number Series W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of
proficient performance on Oral Reading is 488 (J = .658; sensitivity = .894; specificity = .764).
When Concept Formation was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for
Oral Reading, AUC = .852 (p < .001; SE = .006; and 95% CI = .840 to .863). The resulting Concept
Formation W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance on Oral
Reading is 491 (J = .540; sensitivity = .852; specificity = .688). When Analysis-Synthesis was used
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as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for Oral Reading, AUC = .833 (p < .001;
SE = .006; and 95% CI = .821 to .845). The resulting Analysis-Synthesis W score chosen as the best
predictor for classification of proficient performance on Oral Reading is 497 (J = .503; sensitivity =
.746; specificity = .757).
Oral Reading by Gs tests. Both Gs tests were found to be good predictors of proficiency for
Oral Reading. When Letter-Pattern Matching was used as the predictor variable for classification of
proficiency for Oral Reading, AUC = .895 (p < .001; SE = .005; 95% CI = .886 to .905). The
resulting Letter-Pattern Matching W score chosen as the best predictor for classifying proficient
performance on Oral Reading is 515 (J = .625; sensitivity = .773; specificity = .852). When Pair
Cancellation was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for Oral Reading,
AUC = .869 (p < .001; SE = .006; and 95% CI = .858 to .880). The resulting Pair Cancellation W
score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance on Oral Reading is
496 (J = .591; sensitivity = .843; specificity = .748).
Sentence Reading Fluency by Gc tests. Oral Vocabulary was found to be an excellent
predictor of proficiency, while General Information was found to be a good predictor of proficiency
for Sentence Reading Fluency. When Oral Vocabulary was used as the predictor variable for
classification of proficiency for Sentence Reading Fluency, AUC = .927 (p < .001; SE = .004; 95%
CI = .919 to .936). The resulting Oral Vocabulary W score chosen as the best predictor for
classifying proficient performance on Sentence Reading Fluency is 498 (J = .702; sensitivity = .846;
specificity = .856). When General Information was used as the predictor variable for classification
of proficiency for Sentence Reading Fluency, AUC = .892 (p < .001; SE = .05; and 95% CI = .881
to .902). The resulting General Information W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of
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proficient performance on Sentence Reading Fluency is 497 (J = .625; sensitivity = .816; specificity
= .809).
Sentence Reading Fluency by Gf tests. Number Series was found to be an excellent predictor
of proficiency, while Concept Formation and Analysis-Synthesis were found to be good predictors
of proficiency for Sentence Reading Fluency. When Number Series was used as the predictor
variable for classification of proficiency for Sentence Reading Fluency, AUC = .924 (p < .001; SE =
.004; and 95% CI = .916 to .933). The resulting Number Series W score chosen as the best predictor
for classification of proficient performance on Sentence Reading Fluency is 486 (J = .687;
sensitivity = .893; specificity = .794). When Concept Formation was used as the predictor variable
for classification of proficiency for Sentence Reading Fluency, AUC = .867 (p < .001; SE = .006;
and 95% CI = .855 to .879). The resulting Concept Formation W score chosen as the best predictor
for classification of proficient performance on Sentence Reading Fluency is 491 (J = .565;
sensitivity = .849; specificity = .716). When Analysis-Synthesis was used as the predictor variable
for classification of proficiency for Sentence Reading Fluency, AUC = .840 (p < .001; SE = .007;
and 95% CI = .827 to .854). The resulting Analysis-Synthesis W score chosen as the best predictor
for classification of proficient performance on Sentence Reading Fluency is 495 (J = .519;
sensitivity = .755; specificity = .764).
Sentence Reading Fluency by Gs tests. Both Gs tests were found to be excellent predictors
of proficiency for Sentence Reading Fluency. When Letter-Pattern Matching was used as the
predictor variable for classification of proficiency for Sentence Reading Fluency, AUC = .928 (p <
.001; SE = .004; 95% CI = .919 to .936). The resulting Letter-Pattern Matching W score chosen as
the best predictor for classifying proficient performance on Sentence Reading Fluency is 500 (J =
.713; sensitivity = .906; specificity = .807). When Pair Cancellation was used as the predictor
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variable for classification of proficiency for Sentence Reading Fluency, AUC = .913 (p < .001; SE =
.005; and 95% CI = .903 to .922). The resulting Pair Cancellation W score chosen as the best
predictor for classification of proficient performance on Sentence Reading Fluency is 494 (J = .665;
sensitivity = .853; specificity = .812).
Mathematics-Related SLD Areas. Based upon previous CHC factor theory research, the
most relevant WJ IV COG tests, as indicated by McGrew and Wendling (2010), were utilized as the
predictor variables for a series of ROC curve analyses for the WJ IV ACH tests composing the
mathematics-related SLD areas of Mathematics Calculation and Mathematics Problem Solving.
Mathematics Calculation. The WJ IV ACH tests of Calculation and Math Facts Fluency, as
well as the Mathematics Calculation cluster, were analyzed using the Comprehension-Knowledge
(Gc), Fluid Reasoning (Gf), and Processing Speed (Gs) CHC factor-related WJ IV COG tests: Oral
Vocabulary and General Information for Gc; Number Series, Concept Formation, and AnalysisSynthesis for Gf; and Letter-Pattern Matching and Pair Cancellation for Gs. Results indicate that
each of the CHC relevant WJ IV COG tests were generally good to excellent predictors for
classifying proficient performance on the Mathematics Calculation cluster and Calculation (see
Tables 17-19 for summary of ROC curve analyses results). Of note, Concept Formation and
Analysis-Synthesis were found to be fair predictors of proficient performance on Math Facts
Fluency.
Mathematics Calculation cluster by Gc tests. Both Gc tests were found to be good predictors
of proficiency for the Mathematics Calculation cluster. When Oral Vocabulary was used as the
predictor variable for classification of proficiency for the Mathematics Calculation cluster, AUC =
.888 (p < .001; SE = .005; 95% CI = .878 to .898). The resulting Oral Vocabulary W score chosen as
the best predictor for classifying proficient performance for the Mathematics Calculation cluster is
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Table 17
ROC Curve Results using CHC Cognitive Predictors for Classification of Proficiency for the Mathematics Calculation Cluster
CHC
AUC Value
Standard Diagnostic
W Cut
Youden’s
COG Test
Sensitivity Specificity
Factor
(95% CI)
Error
Accuracy
Score
J
Oral
.888 (.878-.898)
.005
Good
505
.621
.898
.723
Vocabulary
Gc
General
.853 (.841-.864)
.006
Good
506
.554
.822
.732
Information
Number
.910 (.901-.918)
.004
Excellent
507
.651
.825
.826
Series
Concept
Gf
.821 (.808-.834)
.007
Good
506
.492
.732
.760
Formation
Analysis.817 (.804-.830)
.007
Good
504
.479
.762
.717
Synthesis
Letter-Pattern
.887 (.877-.897)
.005
Good
523
.629
.846
.783
Matching
Gs
Pair
.868 (.857-.879)
.006
Good
521
.568
.800
.768
Cancellation
Note: AUC = Area under the curve; CI = Confidence Interval; all p values for ROC curve analyses were found to be significant at the
< .001 level.
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Table 18
ROC Curve Results using CHC Cognitive Predictors for Classification of Proficiency for Calculation
CHC
AUC Value
Standard Diagnostic
W Cut
Youden’s
COG Test
Sensitivity Specificity
Factor
(95% CI)
Error
Accuracy
Score
J
Oral
.901 (.892-.909)
.005
Excellent
506
.648
.857
.791
Vocabulary
Gc
General
.853 (.842-.865)
.006
Good
504
.557
.817
.739
Information
Number
.925 (.918-.933)
.004
Excellent
503
.690
.864
.826
Series
Concept
Gf
.849 (.838-.861)
.006
Good
502
.528
.770
.757
Formation
Analysis.840 (.828-.852)
.006
Good
499
.519
.841
.678
Synthesis
Letter-Pattern
.875 (.865-.885)
.005
Good
520
.596
.853
.743
Matching
Gs
Pair
.874 (.864-.885)
.005
Good
512
.588
.826
.762
Cancellation
Note: AUC = Area under the curve; CI = Confidence Interval; all p values for ROC curve analyses were found to be significant at the
< .001 level.
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Table 19
ROC Curve Results using CHC Cognitive Predictors for Classification of Proficiency for Math Facts Fluency
CHC
AUC Value
Standard Diagnostic
W Cut
Youden’s
COG Test
Sensitivity Specificity
Factor
(95% CI)
Error
Accuracy
Score
J
Oral
.851 (.839-.863)
.006
Good
504
.540
.892
.648
Vocabulary
Gc
General
.833 (.820-.846)
.007
Good
505
.519
.846
.673
Information
Number
.869 (.858-.881)
.006
Good
508
.570
.804
.766
Series
Concept
Gf
.780 (.765-.796)
.008
Fair
506
.429
.716
.713
Formation
Analysis.768 (.753-.784)
.008
Fair
504
.406
.736
.670
Synthesis
Letter-Pattern
.874 (.863-.885)
.006
Good
522
.619
.887
.732
Matching
Gs
Pair
.843 (.831-.856)
.006
Good
520
.527
.816
.711
Cancellation
Note: AUC = Area under the curve; CI = Confidence Interval; all p values for ROC curve analyses were found to be significant at the
< .001 level.
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505 (J = .621; sensitivity = .898; specificity = .723). When General Information was used as the
predictor variable for classification of proficiency for the Mathematics Calculation cluster, AUC =
.853 (p < .001; SE = .006; and 95% CI = .841 to .864). The resulting General Information W score
chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance for the Mathematics
Calculation cluster is 506 (J = .554; sensitivity = .822; specificity = .732).
Mathematics Calculation cluster by Gf tests. Number Series was found to be an excellent
predictor of proficiency, while Concept Formation and Analysis-Synthesis were found to be good
predictors of proficiency for the Mathematics Calculation cluster. When Number Series was used as
the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for the Mathematics Calculation cluster, AUC
= .910 (p < .001; SE = .004; and 95% CI = .901 to .918). The resulting Number Series W score
chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance for the Mathematics
Calculation cluster is 507 (J = .651; sensitivity = .825; specificity = .826). When Concept Formation
was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for the Mathematics Calculation
cluster, AUC = .821 (p < .001; SE = .007; and 95% CI = .808 to .834). The resulting Concept
Formation W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance for the
Mathematics Calculation cluster is 506 (J = .492; sensitivity = .732; specificity = .760). When
Analysis-Synthesis was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for the
Mathematics Calculation cluster, AUC = .817 (p < .001; SE = .007; and 95% CI = .804 to .830).
The resulting Analysis-Synthesis W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient
performance for the Mathematics Calculation cluster is 504 (J = .479; sensitivity = .762; specificity
= .717).
Mathematics Calculation cluster by Gs tests. Both tests of Gs were found to be good
predictors of proficiency for the Mathematics Calculation cluster. When Letter-Pattern Matching
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was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for the Mathematics Calculation
cluster, AUC = .887 (p < .001; SE = .005; 95% CI = .877 to .897). The resulting Letter-Pattern
Matching W score chosen as the best predictor for classifying proficient performance for the
Mathematics Calculation cluster is 523 (J = .629; sensitivity = .846; specificity = .783). When Pair
Cancellation was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for the Mathematics
Calculation cluster, AUC = .868 (p < .001; SE = .006; and 95% CI = .857 to .879). The resulting
Pair Cancellation W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance
for the Mathematics Calculation cluster is 521 (J = .568; sensitivity = .800; specificity = .768).
Calculation by Gc tests. Oral Vocabulary was found to be an excellent predictor of
proficiency, while General Information was found to be a good predictor of proficiency for
Calculation. When Oral Vocabulary was used as the predictor variable for classification of
proficiency for Calculation, AUC = .901 (p < .001; SE = .005; 95% CI = .892 to .909). The resulting
Oral Vocabulary W score chosen as the best predictor for classifying proficient performance on
Calculation is 506 (J = .648; sensitivity = .857; specificity = .791). When General Information was
used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for Calculation, AUC = .853 (p <
.001; SE = .006; and 95% CI = .842 to .865). The resulting General Information W score chosen as
the best predictor for classification of proficient performance on Calculation is 504 (J = .557;
sensitivity = .817; specificity = .739).
Calculation by Gf tests. Number Series was found to be an excellent predictor of
proficiency, while Concept Formation and Analysis-Synthesis were found to be good predictors of
proficiency for Calculation. When Number Series was used as the predictor variable for
classification of proficiency for Calculation, AUC = .925 (p < .001; SE = .004; and 95% CI = .918
to .933). The resulting Number Series W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of
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proficient performance on Calculation is 503 (J = .690; sensitivity = .864; specificity = .826). When
Concept Formation was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for
Calculation, AUC = .849 (p < .001; SE = .006; and 95% CI = .838 to .861). The resulting Concept
Formation W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance on
Calculation is 502 (J = .528; sensitivity = .770; specificity = .757). When Analysis-Synthesis was
used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for Calculation, AUC = .840 (p <
.001; SE = .006; and 95% CI = .828 to .852). The resulting Analysis-Synthesis W score chosen as
the best predictor for classification of proficient performance on Calculation is 499 (J = .519;
sensitivity = .841; specificity = .678).
Calculation by Gs tests. Both Gs tests were found to be good predictors of proficiency for
Calculation. When Letter-Pattern Matching was used as the predictor variable for classification of
proficiency for Calculation, AUC = .875 (p < .001; SE = .005; 95% CI = .865 to .885). The resulting
Letter-Pattern Matching W score chosen as the best predictor for classifying proficient performance
on Calculation is 520 (J = .596; sensitivity = .853; specificity = .743). When Pair Cancellation was
used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for Calculation, AUC = .874 (p <
.001; SE = .005; and 95% CI = .864 to .885). The resulting Pair Cancellation W score chosen as the
best predictor for classification of proficient performance on Calculation is 512 (J = .588; sensitivity
= .826; specificity = .762).
Math Facts Fluency by Gc tests. Both Gc tests were found to be good predictors of
proficiency for Math Facts Fluency. When Oral Vocabulary was used as the predictor variable for
classification of proficiency for Math Facts Fluency, AUC = .851 (p < .001; SE = .006

; 95% CI

= .839 to .863). The resulting Oral Vocabulary W score chosen as the best predictor for classifying
proficient performance on Math Facts Fluency is 504 (J = .540; sensitivity = .892; specificity =
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.648). When General Information was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency
for Math Facts Fluency, AUC = .833 (p < .001; SE = .007; and 95% CI = .820 to .846). The
resulting General Information W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient
performance on Math Facts Fluency is 505 (J = .519; sensitivity = .846; specificity = .673).
Math Facts Fluency by Gf tests. Concept Formation and Analysis-Synthesis were found to
be fair predictors of proficiency, while Number Series was found to be a good predictor of
proficiency for Math Facts Fluency. When Number Series was used as the predictor variable for
classification of proficiency for Math Facts Fluency, AUC = .869 (p < .001; SE = .006; and 95% CI
= .858 to .881). The resulting Number Series W score chosen as the best predictor for classification
of proficient performance on Math Facts Fluency is 508 (J = .570; sensitivity = .804; specificity =
.766). When Concept Formation was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency
for Math Facts Fluency, AUC = .780 (p < .001; SE = .008; and 95% CI = .765 to .796). The
resulting Concept Formation W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient
performance on Math Facts Fluency is 506 (J = .429; sensitivity = .716; specificity = .713). When
Analysis-Synthesis was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for Math
Facts Fluency, AUC = .768 (p < .001; SE = .008; and 95% CI = .753 to .784). The resulting
Analysis-Synthesis W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance
on Math Facts Fluency is 504 (J = .406; sensitivity = .736; specificity = .670).
Math Facts Fluency by Gs tests. Letter-Pattern Matching and Pair Cancellation were both
found to be good predictors of proficiency for Math Facts Fluency. When Letter-Pattern Matching
was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for Math Facts Fluency, AUC =
.874 (p < .001; SE = .006; 95% CI = .863 to .885). The resulting Letter-Pattern Matching W score
chosen as the best predictor for classifying proficient performance on Math Facts Fluency is 522 (J
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= .619; sensitivity = .887; specificity = .732). When Pair Cancellation was used as the predictor
variable for classification of proficiency for Math Facts Fluency, AUC = .843 (p < .001; SE = .006;
and 95% CI = .831 to .856). The resulting Pair Cancellation W score chosen as the best predictor for
classification of proficient performance on Math Facts Fluency is 520 (J = .527; sensitivity = .816;
specificity = .711).
Mathematics Problem Solving. The WJ IV ACH tests of Applied Problems and Number
Matrices, as well as the Mathematics Problem Solving cluster were analyzed using the
Comprehension-Knowledge (Gc), Fluid Reasoning (Gf), Processing Speed (Gs), and Short-Term
Working Memory (Gwm) CHC factor-related WJ IV COG tests: Oral Vocabulary and General
Information for Gc; Number Series, Concept Formation, and Analysis-Synthesis for Gf; LetterPattern Matching and Cancellation for Gs; and Verbal Attention, Numbers Reversed, and ObjectNumber Sequencing for Gwm. Results indicate that each of the CHC relevant WJ IV COG tests
were generally good to excellent predictors for classifying proficient performance for the
Mathematics Problem Solving cluster and the WJ IV ACH tests that compose it (see Tables 20-22
for summary of ROC curve analyses results).
Mathematics Problem Solving by Gc tests. Oral Vocabulary was found to be an excellent
predictor of proficiency, while General Information was found to be a good predictor of proficiency
for the Mathematics Problem Solving cluster. When Oral Vocabulary was used as the predictor
variable for classification of proficiency for the Mathematics Problem Solving cluster, AUC = .907
(p < .001; SE = .005; 95% CI = .897 to .916). The resulting Oral Vocabulary W score chosen as the
best predictor for classifying proficient performance for the Mathematics Problem Solving cluster is
508 (J = .651; sensitivity = .898; specificity = .753). When General Information was used as the
predictor variable for classification of proficiency for the Mathematics Problem Solving cluster,
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AUC = .877 (p < .001; SE = .006; and 95% CI = .866 to .889). The resulting General Information W
score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance for the Mathematics
Problem Solving cluster is 509 (J = .602; sensitivity = .848; specificity = .754).
Mathematics Problem Solving cluster by Gf tests. Number Series was found to be an
excellent predictor of proficiency, while Concept Formation and Analysis-Synthesis were found to
be good predictors of proficiency for the Mathematics Problem Solving cluster. When Number
Series was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for the Mathematics
Problem Solving cluster, AUC = .935 (p < .001; SE = .004; and 95% CI = .927 to .942). The
resulting Number Series W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient
performance for the Mathematics Problem Solving cluster is 510 (J = .717; sensitivity = .903;
specificity = .814). When Concept Formation was used as the predictor variable for classification of
proficiency for the Mathematics Problem Solving cluster, AUC = .872 (p < .001; SE = .006; and
95% CI = .861 to .883). The resulting Concept Formation W score chosen as the best predictor for
classification of proficient performance for the Mathematics Problem Solving cluster is 504 (J =
.584; sensitivity = .857; specificity = .727). When Analysis-Synthesis was used as the predictor
variable for classification of proficiency for the Mathematics Problem Solving cluster, AUC = .866
(p < .001; SE = .006; and 95% CI = .854 to .878). The resulting Analysis-Synthesis W score chosen
as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance for the Mathematics Problem
Solving cluster is 511 (J = .576; sensitivity = .782; specificity = .794).
Mathematics Problem Solving cluster by Gs tests. Both Gs tests were found to be good
predictors of proficiency for the Mathematics Problem Solving Cluster. When Letter-Pattern
Matching was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for the Mathematics
Problem Solving cluster, AUC = .853 (p < .001; SE = .006; 95% CI = .841 to .865). The resulting
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Letter-Pattern Matching W score chosen as the best predictor for classifying proficient performance
for the Mathematics Problem Solving cluster is 521 (J = .558; sensitivity = .851; specificity = .707).
When Pair Cancellation was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for the
Mathematics Problem Solving cluster, AUC = .857 (p < .001; SE = .006; and 95% CI = .845 to
.869). The resulting Pair Cancellation W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of
proficient performance for the Mathematics Problem Solving cluster is 517 (J = .565; sensitivity =
.866; specificity = .699).
Mathematics Problem Solving cluster by Gwm tests. All three of the Gwm tests were found
to be good predictors of proficiency for the Mathematics Problem Solving cluster. When Verbal
Attention was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for the Mathematics
Problem Solving cluster, AUC = .847 (p < .001; SE = .006; and 95% CI = .834 to .859). The
resulting Verbal Attention W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient
performance for the Mathematics Problem Solving cluster is 504 (J = .539; sensitivity = .862;
specificity = .677). When Numbers Reversed was used as the predictor variable for classification of
proficiency for the Mathematics Problem Solving cluster, AUC = .851 (p < .001; SE = .006; and
95% CI = .839 to .864). The resulting Numbers Reversed W score chosen as the best predictor for
classification of proficient performance for the Mathematics Problem Solving cluster is 508 (J =
.548; sensitivity = .816; specificity = .732). When Object-Number Sequencing was used as the
predictor variable for classification of proficiency for the Mathematics Problem Solving cluster,
AUC = .850 (p < .001; SE = .006; and 95% CI = .837 to .862). The resulting Object-Number
Sequencing W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance for the
Mathematics Problem Solving cluster is 500 (J = .543; sensitivity = .895; specificity = .648).
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Table 20
ROC Curve Results using CHC Cognitive Predictors for Classification of Proficiency for the Mathematics Problem Solving Cluster
CHC
AUC Value
Standard Diagnostic
W Cut
Youden’s
COG Test
Sensitivity Specificity
Factor
(95% CI)
Error
Accuracy
Score
J
Oral
.907 (.897-.916)
.005
Excellent
508
.651
.898
.753
Vocabulary
Gc
General
.877 (.866-.889)
.006
Good
509
.602
.848
.754
Information
Number
.935 (.927-.942)
.004
Excellent
510
.717
.903
.814
Series
Concept
Gf
.872 (.861-.883)
.006
Good
504
.584
.857
.727
Formation
Analysis.866 (.854-.878)
.006
Good
511
.576
.782
.794
Synthesis
Letter-Pattern
.853 (.841-.865)
.006
Good
521
.558
.851
.707
Matching
Gs
Pair
.857 (.845-869)
.006
Good
517
.565
.866
.699
Cancellation
Verbal
.847 (.834-.859)
.006
Good
504
.539
.862
.677
Attention
Numbers
Gwm
.851 (.839-.864)
.006
Good
508
.548
.816
.732
Reversed
Object-Number
.850 (.837-.862)
.006
Good
500
.543
.895
.648
Sequencing
Note: AUC = Area under the curve; CI = Confidence Interval; all p values for ROC curve analyses were found to be significant at the
< .001 level.
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Table 21
ROC Curve Results using CHC Cognitive Predictors for Classification of Proficiency for Applied Problems
CHC
AUC Value
Standard Diagnostic
W Cut
Youden’s
COG Test
Sensitivity Specificity
Factor
(95% CI)
Error
Accuracy
Score
J
Oral
.908 (.899-.917)
.004
Excellent
509
.652
.865
.787
Vocabulary
Gc
General
.886 (.876-.896)
.005
Good
507
.620
.851
.769
Information
Number
.923 (.915-.931)
.004
Excellent
508
.693
.868
.824
Series
Concept
Gf
.875 (.865-.886)
.005
Good
504
.583
.825
.758
Formation
Analysis.855 (.843-.867)
.006
Good
504
.557
.835
.722
Synthesis
Letter-Pattern
.860 (.849-.871)
.006
Good
519
.572
.887
.685
Matching
Gs
Pair
.850 (.838-.862)
.006
Good
517
.553
.831
.722
Cancellation
Verbal
.845 (.833-.857)
.006
Good
502
.536
.873
.663
Attention
Numbers
Gwm
.856 (.845-.868)
.006
Good
506
.563
.822
.741
Reversed
Object-Number
.859 (.848-.871)
.006
Good
500
.562
.879
.683
Sequencing
Note: AUC = Area under the curve; CI = Confidence Interval; all p values for ROC curve analyses were found to be significant at the
< .001 level.
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Table 22
ROC Curve Results using CHC Cognitive Predictors for Classification of Proficiency for Number Matrices
CHC
AUC Value
Standard Diagnostic
W Cut
Youden’s
COG Test
Sensitivity Specificity
Factor
(95% CI)
Error
Accuracy
Score
J
Oral
.863 (.851-.875)
.006
Good
508
.571
.854
.717
Vocabulary
Gc
General
.825 (.811-.839)
.007
Good
504
.507
.857
.650
Information
Number
.908 (.898-.917)
.005
Excellent
506
.660
.901
.759
Series
Concept
Gf
.837 (.824-.850)
.007
Good
505
.533
.817
.716
Formation
Analysis.842 (.8290.856)
.007
Good
509
.540
.769
.771
Synthesis
Letter-Pattern
.818 (.804-.832)
.007
Good
521
.504
.805
.699
Matching
Gs
Pair
.826 (.813-.840)
.007
Good
513
.523
.863
.660
Cancellation
Verbal
.830 (.817-.844)
.007
Good
502
.520
.896
.624
Attention
Numbers
Gwm
.822 (.808-.836)
.007
Good
501
.489
.864
.625
Reversed
Object-Number
.820 (.806-.834)
.007
Good
498
.493
.878
.615
Sequencing
Note: AUC = Area under the curve; CI = Confidence Interval; all p values for ROC curve analyses were found to be significant at the
< .001 level.
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Applied Problems by Gc tests. Oral Vocabulary was found to be an excellent predictor of
proficiency, while General Information was found to be a good predictor of proficiency for Applied
Problems. When Oral Vocabulary was used as the predictor variable for classification of
proficiency for Applied Problems, AUC = .908 (p < .001; SE = .004; 95% CI = .899 to .917). The
resulting Oral Vocabulary W score chosen as the best predictor for classifying proficient
performance on Applied Problems is 509 (J = .652; sensitivity = .865; specificity = .787). When
General Information was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for Applied
Problems, AUC = .886 (p < .001; SE = .005; and 95% CI = .876 to .896). The resulting General
Information W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance on
Applied Problems is 507 (J = .620; sensitivity = .851; specificity = .769).
Applied Problems by Gf tests. Number Series was found to be an excellent predictor of
proficiency, while Concept Formation and Analysis-Synthesis were found to be good predictors of
proficiency for Applied Problems. When Number Series was used as the predictor variable for
classification of proficiency for Applied Problems, AUC = .923 (p < .001; SE = .004; and 95% CI =
.915 to .931). The resulting Number Series W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of
proficient performance on Applied Problems is 508 (J = .693; sensitivity = .868; specificity = .824).
When Concept Formation was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for
Applied Problems, AUC = .875 (p < .001; SE = .005; and 95% CI = .865 to .886). The resulting
Concept Formation W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance
on Applied Problems is 504 (J = .583; sensitivity = .825; specificity = .758). When AnalysisSynthesis was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for Applied Problems,
AUC = .855 (p < .001; SE = .006; and 95% CI = .843 to .867). The resulting Analysis-Synthesis W
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score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance on Applied Problems
is 504 (J = .557; sensitivity = .835; specificity = .722).
Applied Problems by Gs tests. Both Gs tests were found to be good predictors of proficiency
for Applied Problems. When Letter-Pattern Matching was used as the predictor variable for
classification of proficiency for Applied Problems, AUC = .860 (p < .001; SE = .006; 95% CI =
.849 to .871). The resulting Letter-Pattern Matching W score chosen as the best predictor for
classifying proficient performance on Applied Problems is 519 (J = .572; sensitivity = .887;
specificity = .685). When Pair Cancellation was used as the predictor variable for classification of
proficiency for Applied Problems, AUC = .850 (p < .001; SE = .006; and 95% CI = .838 to .862).
The resulting Pair Cancellation W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient
performance on Applied Problems is 517 (J = .553; sensitivity = .831; specificity = .722).
Applied Problems by Gwm tests. All three Gwm tests were found to be good predictors of
proficiency for Applied Problems. When Verbal Attention was used as the predictor variable for
classification of proficiency for Applied Problems, AUC = .845 (p < .001; SE = .006; and 95% CI =
.833 to .857). The resulting Verbal Attention W score chosen as the best predictor for classification
of proficient performance on Applied Problems is 502 (J = .536; sensitivity = .873; specificity =
.663). When Numbers Reversed was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency
for Applied Problems, AUC = .856 (p < .001; SE = .006; and 95% CI = .845 to .868). The resulting
Numbers Reversed W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance
on Applied Problems is 506 (J = .563; sensitivity = .822; specificity = .741). When Object-Number
Sequencing was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for Applied
Problems, AUC = .859 (p < .001; SE = .006; and 95% CI = .848 to .871). The resulting Object-
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Number Sequencing W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient
performance on Applied Problems is 500 (J = .562; sensitivity = .879; specificity = .683).
Number Matrices by Gc tests. Both Gc tests were found to be good predictors of proficiency
for Number Matrices. When Oral Vocabulary was used as the predictor variable for classification of
proficiency for Number Matrices, AUC = .863 (p < .001; SE = .006; 95% CI = .851 to .875). The
resulting Oral Vocabulary W score chosen as the best predictor for classifying proficient
performance on Number Matrices is 508 (J = .571; sensitivity = .854; specificity = .717). When
General Information was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for Number
Matrices, AUC = .825 (p < .001; SE = .007; and 95% CI = .811 to .839). The resulting General
Information W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance on
Number Matrices is 504 (J = .507; sensitivity = .857; specificity = .650).
Number Matrices by Gf tests. Number Series was found to be an excellent predictor of
proficiency, while Concept Formation and Analysis-Synthesis were found to be good predictors of
proficiency for Number Matrices. When Number Series was used as the predictor variable for
classification of proficiency for Number Matrices, AUC = .908 (p < .001; SE = .005; and 95% CI =
.898 to .917). The resulting Number Series W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of
proficient performance on Number Matrices is 506 (J = .660; sensitivity = .901; specificity = .759).
When Concept Formation was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for
Number Matrices, AUC = .837 (p < .001; SE = .007; and 95% CI = .824 to .850). The resulting
Concept Formation W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance
on Number Matrices is 505 (J = .533; sensitivity = .817; specificity = .716). When AnalysisSynthesis was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for Number Matrices,
AUC = .842 (p < .001; SE = .007; and 95% CI = .829 to .856). The resulting Analysis-Synthesis W
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score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance on Number Matrices
is 509 (J = .540; sensitivity = .769; specificity = .771).
Number Matrices by Gs tests. Both Gs tests were found to be good predictors of proficiency
for Number Matrices. When Letter-Pattern Matching was used as the predictor variable for
classification of proficiency for Number Matrices, AUC = .818 (p < .001; SE = .007; 95% CI = .804
to .832). The resulting Letter-Pattern Matching W score chosen as the best predictor for classifying
proficient performance on Number Matrices is 521 (J = .504; sensitivity = .805; specificity = .699).
When Pair Cancellation was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for
Number Matrices, AUC = .826 (p < .001; SE = .007; and 95% CI = .813 to .840). The resulting Pair
Cancellation W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance on
Number Matrices is 513 (J = .523; sensitivity = .863; specificity = .660).
Number Matrices by Gwm tests. All three Gwm tests were found to be good predictors of
proficiency for Number Matrices. When Verbal Attention was used as the predictor variable for
classification of proficiency for Number Matrices, AUC = .830 (p < .001; SE = .007; and 95% CI =
.817 to .844). The resulting Verbal Attention W score chosen as the best predictor for classification
of proficient performance on Number Matrices is 502 (J = .520; sensitivity = .896; specificity =
.624). When Numbers Reversed was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency
for Number Matrices, AUC = .822 (p < .001; SE = .007; and 95% CI = .808 to .836). The resulting
Numbers Reversed W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient performance
on Number Matrices is 501 (J = .489; sensitivity = .864; specificity = .625). When Object-Number
Sequencing was used as the predictor variable for classification of proficiency for Number
Matrices, AUC = .820 (p < .001; SE = .007; and 95% CI = .806 to .834). The resulting Object-
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Number Sequencing W score chosen as the best predictor for classification of proficient
performance on Number Matrices is 498 (J = .493; sensitivity = .878; specificity = .615).
Discussion
This study south to contribute to the literature about the SLD identification process by
examining scores obtained on WJ IV ACH tests to determine if an examinee has met a minimal
threshold of proficient performance. A search for significant relations between classification of
performance (proficient versus not proficient) on the WJ IV ACH tests and relevant CHC cognitive
abilities was conducted to reveal potential underlying cognitive processing deficits that are central
to state and federal definitions of SLD in the areas of reading and mathematics. The WoodcockJohnson IV (WJ IV; Schrank et al., 2014a) was chosen as the starting point for such investigation,
as it includes all the elements necessary to investigate this question—W scores produced for all
tests, co-normed cognitive ability and academic achievement batteries, well-developed tests based
on IRT, and a large and nationally representative norming sample spanning a broad development
range. To accomplish the goal of establishing cognitive predictor thresholds for academic
proficiency, proficiency in achievement domains needed to first be established.
Achievement Proficiency
A bookmarking procedure asking content area experts to establish cut scores for proficient
performance on the WJ IV ACH tests related to reading and mathematics was employed. After the
proficiency cut scores were established across three rounds of experts’ review of the WJ IV ACH
test items, and increasing convergence, the final cut scores used for analyses were determined based
on the best fit of the measures of central tendency for bookmark placement or scoring for each test.
Using the bookmark proficiency cut scores established by the expert panelists, the WJ IV
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developmental-age norming sample revealed patterns of performance that might help to inform
future SLD assessment.
Across all of the reading-related WJ IV ACH tests the percentage of the norming sample
being classified as proficient grew progressively as the age of the examinee increased by years (see
Table 6 for more detailed information regarding proficient performance by age). For the majority of
the reading-related WJ IV ACH tests, it was found that around the ages of 8 to 10 years the majority
of the norming sample began to be classified as proficient in regard to the hypothesized skills being
tested. For the same tests, the vast majority (greater than or equal to 75% of examinees) began to be
classified as proficient around the ages of 10 to 12 years. For Reading Recall, the majority of the
norming sample did not begin to be classified as proficient until age 13.
As with the reading-related tests, the mathematics-related tests also generally exhibited
increased classification of proficient performance as the age of the examinee increased (see Table 7
for more detailed information regarding proficient performance by age). For Calculation, the
majority of the norming sample examinees achieved proficient classification by age 13, with the
vast majority (greater than 75%) classified as proficient by age 17. The majority of the norming
sample did not reach proficient classification on Applied Problems or Math Facts Fluency until age
16. For Number Matrices, though the percentage classified as proficient steadily rose as age
increased, a majority of the sample did not reach proficient classification at any age. In general, the
mathematics panel set higher cut scores for proficiency on all tests, when compared to those set by
the reading panel. It is likely that these varying conceptualizations of proficiency thresholds
between the reading and mathematics panel led to the significant variability in percentages of
students being classified as proficient at each age group, with the mathematics panel’s cut scores
identifying fewer overall examinees as meeting the minimal proficiency standards. Skills necessary
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for a minimal level of proficiency, as defined by the panel’s cut scores, trended toward older ages
for the mathematics panel.
Cognitive Predictors
Following the establishment of the ACH proficiency cut scores, a statistical approach using
ROC curve analyses was used to established the cognitive processing thresholds (with the WJ IV
COG tests used as proxies for cognitive processes) that appear to be necessary for proficient
performance on the SLD eligibility areas for reading and mathematics. Findings from Cormier et al.
(2016) and McGrew and Wendling (2010) were used to determine the relevant cognitive processing
factors for the reading- and mathematics-related SLD areas, respectively. W scores from the
relevant CHC broad ability factor WJ IV COG tests were used to evaluate if developmental
cognitive processing thresholds are present and subsequently determine proficiency in the academic
achievement areas of reading and mathematics outlined in IDEA’s federal definition of learning
disabilities. Then, scores from cognitive ability measures were analyzed to find potential predictors
of proficiency in the academic SLD eligibility areas of reading and mathematics.
Best predictors of reading. From the Gc tests, Oral Vocabulary was found to be the best
overall predictor of academic proficiency in reading. It was an excellent predictor of proficiency
classification for all of the potential SLD clusters (Basic Reading Skills, Reading Comprehension,
and Reading Fluency Skills) as well as for all of the tests composing those clusters. General
Information demonstrated more variability in predictive ability, but still performed as an excellent
predictor of proficiency classification for the Basic Reading Skills and Reading Fluency Skills
clusters and for the Letter-Word Identification, Passage Comprehension, and Oral Reading tests.
From the Gf tests, Number Series was found to be one of the best overall predictors of
academic proficiency in reading. It was an excellent predictor of proficiency classification for all of
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the potential SLD clusters, as well as for all of the tests composing those clusters—with the
exception of Reading Recall (where it was still a good predictor). Concept Formation was an
excellent predictor of proficiency classification for the Basic Reading Skills cluster, and for the
Letter-Word Identification and Passage Comprehension tests. Analysis-Synthesis was more limited
in predictive ability, as it was found to be, at best, a good predictor of proficiency classification for
any of the clusters or tests.
The broad abilities of Short-Term Working Memory (Gwm) and Auditory Processing (Ga)
were only relevant for the Basic Reading Skills cluster and the tests that compose it (Letter-Word
Identification and Word Attack). From the Gwm tests, Verbal Attention and Numbers Reversed
were excellent predictors of proficiency for the Basic Reading Skills cluster, and all three of the
Gwm tests (with the addition of Object-Number Sequencing) were excellent predictors of
proficiency classification for the Letter-Word Identification test. From the Ga tests, Phonological
Processing was an excellent predictor of proficiency classification for the Basic Reading Skills
cluster and for Letter-Word Identification. The broad ability of Processing Speed (Gs) was only
found to be relevant for the Reading Fluency Skills cluster. Both the Gs tests, Letter-Pattern
Matching and Pair Cancellation were excellent predictors of proficiency classification for the
Reading Fluency Skills cluster and the tests that compose it.
Best predictors for mathematics. From the Gf tests, Number Series was found to be the
best overall predictor of academic proficiency in mathematics. It was an excellent predictor of
proficiency classification for both mathematics clusters (Mathematics Calculation and Mathematics
Problem Solving), as well as for all of the tests that compose those clusters—with the exception of
Math Fact Fluency, for which it was a good predictor. From the Gc tests, Oral Vocabulary was
found to be an excellent predictor of proficiency for the Mathematics Problems Solving cluster, and
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the Calculation and Applied Problems tests. No other WJ IV COG test from CHC factors deemed
relevant to the mathematics-related WJ IV ACH tests were found to have better than good
predictive ability for academic proficiency in mathematics.
Overall predictive abilities. In line with the previous CHC factor findings utilizing
standard scores to establish theoretical links between the cognitive processing predictors and
relative performance for related achievement tests (Cormier et al., 2016; McGrew & Wendling,
2010), the absolute level of performance on WJ IV COG tests was found to generally have good to
excellent ability to predict proficiency for the SLD eligibility cluster areas from the WJ IV ACH
and fair to excellent ability to accurately predict proficiency on the individual WJ IV ACH tests. In
general, the COG tests seemed to perform better on the reading-related SLD areas than on the
mathematics-related SLD areas—perhaps due to the distinctly different cut score levels of
proficiency identified by each of the panels. The reading panel trended toward lower overall W cut
scores required to demonstrate academic proficiency and typically chose W cut scores around the 3rd
to 5th grade range, while the math panel typically chose W cut scores around the 10th to 12th grade
range. The W cut scores for each of the WJ IV ACH tests appear to be a good starting point for the
evaluation of the WJ IV COG tests as predictors of academic proficiency that can be utilized in
SLD assessment to inform the underlying cognitive processing deficits described in state and
federal definitions. The findings of good predictive value should not be surprising considering the
strong links between the COG tests and the ACH tests that was a primary goal during the
development of the WJ IV (McGrew et al., 2014).
Limitations and Future Directions
As a modified version of the Lewis, et al. (1996) bookmark method, the online procedure
appeared to provide adequate ability to establish cut scores across panelists (Katz & Tannenbaum,
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2014; Katz, Tannenbaum, & Kannan, 2009). Additional bookmarking should be pursued, as other
panels might produce different cut scores that would lead to varying results in the proficient
classification of examinee performance. Panels composed of experts with different backgrounds
would likely set different cut scores for proficiency. Different cut scores for proficiency would
subsequently alter the predictive abilities of the WJ IV COG tests in relation to those different W
score cut points for the WJ IV ACH tests. Further work is necessary in order to establish the best
bookmark cut score for proficiency to maximize confidence in the results of the ROC curve
analyses.
Similarly, additional analyses of the COG predictors at various ages or age groups can
provide a better understanding of how the W score, which is closely tied to the developmental or
maturational process, might be influencing underlying predictive ability. Overall, results suggest
that additional ROC curve analyses by age or age groups is warranted. Evaluating for statistically
significant differences in the ROC curve analyses of various ages or age groups should be a next
step toward establishing cognitive predictors of proficient academic performance. In particular, it
might be useful to establish cut score proficiency standards at strategic age and grade markers, such
as the 4th, 8th, and 12th grades, that are often utilized in national reports (National Center for
Education Statistics, 2013) and cross-cultural comparisons of student performance (Peterson,
Woessmann, Hanushek, & Lastra-Anadón, 2011).
It would be imperative to gather additional samples of examinee performance on the
relevant WJ IV COG and ACH tests to evaluate the adequacy of the ROC curve analyses. Along
with an evaluation of the predictive abilities of the established cut scores, using data collected in
clinical work would provide opportunity to examine the performance of the predictive measures in
practice. This would ultimately fulfill the goal of informing SLD assessments through the additional
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evaluation of absolute level of performance (Carroll, 1976; Floyd & Kranzler, 2012), as measured
by the W scores on the WJ IV. Doing so will help to reveal the underlying cognitive processing
deficits that are central to Kirk’s (1962) original definition of SLD that has subsequently been
adopted by the majority of states (Maki et al., 2015) and described in federal legislation (i.e., IDEA,
2004).
At this time, a current predictive analysis of CHC cognitive factors and their relation to the
mathematics-related WJ IV ACH tests is lacking. As such, potentially outdated factors from
McGrew and Wendling’s (2010) analysis of the WJ III were utilized as guideposts for evaluating
relevant COG test predictors of ACH test performance. When updated analyses are conducted for
the WJ IV math-related COG tests, similar to what has been performed by Cormier et al. (2016) for
the WJ IV reading-related COG tests, a closer inspection of the CHC factors related to the current
mathematics SLDs will be warranted. With additional information regarding the evaluation of the
WJ IV COG predictors, more thorough analyses of the relation between relevant CHC factors and
the academic achievement tests should be conducted. For those that are found to be most relevant,
further examination of their diagnostic accuracy should be conducted. For example, determining the
positive predictive values and negative predictive values, along with the diagnostic odds ratio can
provide school psychologists and other clinicians with a more informed tool for the assessment of
SLD. It might also be beneficial to determine if the COG predictors would serve equally well to
predict when an individual will be classified as not proficient, rather than being able to predict
proficient performance on the ACH tests.
As there is the potential for bias (albeit small, due to the large number of cases included in
the developmental-age norming sample of the WJ IV) in the AUC values obtained during the ROC
curve analyses, there are statistical ways to compare the diagnostic performance of the COG
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predictors. Running additional ROC analyses (e.g., across different age groups, using split file data
sets, or using the adult norming sample) and then comparing their performance, using techniques
first employed by Hanley and McNeil (1983) and refined by Youngstrom (2013), is a natural
progression to determine optimal parameters of diagnostic value. Additionally, the methods
described by Hanley and McNeil (1983) can also be employed to directly compare the performance
of separate ROC curve analyses that utilized different predictors, or for predictors that were utilized
to determine proficiency in separate areas.
Finally, in regard to clinical decision making, no single cut score should suffice—instead, as
indicated in Youngstrom (2013) and Straus, Glasziou, Richardson, and Haynes (2011), optimizing
the cut score threshold for clinical decision making would make the results more relevant for
clinical practice. This could be done by reporting additional diagnostic efficiency statistics and
reporting sensitivity and specificity values for multiple ranges of performance (Bossuyt et al., 2015:
the STARD initiative; Youngstrom, 2013; Zhou, Obuchowski, & McClish, 2002), in order to
provide clinicians with the necessary tools to decide whether they wish to be more inclusive or
exclusive in making diagnostic decisions regarding SLD assessment.
Implications and Conclusion
The groundwork has been laid for establishing cognitive predictors that adequately predict
categorical classification of academic proficiency that can then potentially be used in clinical work
to determine if an examinee meets the underlying criteria for an SLD (i.e., a related cognitive
processing deficit). If an examinee demonstrates a cognitive processing deficit (measured by broad
ability CHC factors) that is predictively related to one of the SLD eligibility areas and also exhibits
correspondingly low levels of absolute performance (below proficient W score classification) in the
academically-related SLD area, then a stronger case can be made that the examinee should be
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considered to have a SLD in that area. If an examinee does not demonstrate a cognitive processing
deficit that is predictively related to one of the SLD areas, but still exhibits low performance in the
SLD area, then he or she might then best be considered to be a low achiever who might benefit from
remedial instruction methods (e.g., response to intervention [RtI] programs) or increased motivation
(e.g., reinforcement).
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Appendices
Appendix A: Demographic Information Sheet
What is your gender?  Female

 Male

What is your age in years? __________

What is your racial background? Please check only one.
 African American/Black
 Arab American
 Asian/Pacific Islander
 Biracial or Multiracial
 Native American/American Indian
 White/Caucasian
 Other (please specify) ______________________________

Are you of Hispanic descent?
 Yes

 No

What is the highest degree you have completed? Please check only one.
 Doctorate/Specialist

 Master’s

 Bachelor’s

 High School Diploma

 GED

 Other
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Appendix B: Characteristics Demonstrating Expertise
Please indicate the number of number of journal articles, book chapters, and books you have
published addressing each academic content area.
How many peer-reviewed journal articles have you published? __________
 How many in the content area of reading? __________
 How many in the content are of mathematics? __________

 How many in the content area of writing? __________
How many book chapters have you published? __________
 How many in the content area of reading? __________
 How many in the content are of mathematics? __________
 How many in the content area of writing? _________

How many books have you published? __________
 How many in the content area of reading? __________
 How many in the content are of mathematics? __________
 How many in the content area of writing? __________

How many standardized tests have you published? __________
 How many in the content area of reading? __________
 How many in the content are of mathematics? __________
 How many in the content area of writing? __________

How many times have you served on a content area panel? __________
 How many in the content area of reading? __________
 How many in the content are of mathematics? __________
 How many in the content area of writing? __________

How many professional lectures have you delivered? __________
 How many in the content area of reading? __________
 How many in the content are of mathematics? __________

 How many in the content area of writing? __________
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